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TEST OF TIME, REVERSAL INVARIANCE 
IN 1 9Ne BETA DECAY 

Donald Claude Girvin 

Department of Physics 
and 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
Un~versity,of California 

Berkeley, California 

March 30 , 19 72 

ABSTRACT 

A new experimental upper limit on the "time-reversal" 

coefficient D is reported for the allowed beta decay 19Ne + F19e+ve. 

The result is given in terms of the relative phase angle between the 

vector (V} and axial-vector (A) couplings, cpA vct 9Ne) = 180.1 ± 0.3°. 
' 

The V and A couplings are relatively real, implying that T invariance 

holds in the V-A Theory at zero momentlDll transfer. The present result 

does not exclude the possibility of a T violation in the momentlDll-

transfer-dependent weak couplings of the !:::.S = 0 hadronic weak current. 

The experiment was performed with an atomic beam apparatus in 

which either of the mi = +1/2 or mi = -1/2 magnetic substates was 

selected from a beam of 1S0 ground state 19Ne atoms. The polarized beam 

terminated its flight in a cell (bulb) where the 19Ne atoms remained for 

approximately t1 seconds without substantial spin relaxation. The 
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measurement of those delayed coincidences between positrons and the 

19 F- recoil ions whose momenta are, on the average, perpendicular to 

the nuclear spin 1 of 19Ne serired t~ measure the "D" coefficient. The 

nuclear polarization of·the 19Ne cointained in the cell wa5 monitored 

continuously by observation of the positrons emitted parallel and 

antiparallel to the spin axes. 

4. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The continuation of an earlier experimental search1 for a 
. I 

possible violation of time-reversal (T) invariance in the allowed 

nuclear beta decay of polarized 19Ne + 19 F- ~ e++v ('rk: = 17.6 sec, 
2 . 

Emax = 2. 21 MeV) has been ~ompleted. The new results obtained from this 

t::,S = 0 weak decay are again consistent with T invariance. 

This work was stimulated by the observation of a direct CP 

viola.tion in the l'lS - 1 decay of K~ + 2n. 2. The magnitude of this 

CP-violating effect is given in terms of the ratio of CP-violating to 

CP-conserving amplitudes: 

+-
11 

Subsequent measurements of KlJ3 "charge asyrmnetries'' provide independent 

0 - + 0 + -evidence of a CP violation: oe = [f(K2 + n e v) - f(K2 + n e v)] 
0 - + 0 + - ~3 3 . 7[f(K2 + n e v) + r(K2 + n e v)] = 2.2x10 . Although the parameters 

essential for a phenomenological description of CP violation in the kaon 

system have been measured (the phase and magnitude of 11 remain ambig-
. . 00 

uous), the origin of the CP violation remains unclear. 

Ass~g that CPT invariance is valid, CP violation inplies that 

T invariance 'also fails. In. spite of. irmnense experimental effort, no 

evidence of direct T violations in (1} strong interactions, 4 (2) the 

electromagnetic l.nteractions of the hadrons, 5 or (3) weak interactions 

has been observed. 

If the CP vi.olad:on originates through a first-order weak 
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interaction process, the expected ratio of T-vi61ati.ngt0 T-conserving 

amplitudes will be of the order of 10-3 • T violations manifest 

themselves indirectly in first~order weak processes as triple-angular 

correlations (TAC) between the momenta and spins of the decaying par

ticles. The observation of a T-Odd TAC constitutes unambiguous evidence 

of a T violation, if and only if final-state interactions can be 

neglected. 

The T-odd TAC observed for polarized 19Ne is D{I•(px-;)}, where 

I is the initial nuclear . spin o.f 1 ~Ne and p and.-; are the . momenta of 

the positron and recoil 19F- ion. The coefficient D is given by 

(Sect. II) 

,. 

where 

cp is the phase between the vector and axial vector coupling constants, 

and (1) and <a> are the Fermi and Gamow-Teller matrix elements. T invar'-

iance requires that CA, Cy be relatively real, i.e., that the relative 

phase be cp = 0 or rr.6 Thus D must vanish .. Alternatively, D will not 

vanish identically' and cp could vary from 180° by ,as nruch as 

lrr- cpj = 0.1°, if a 10-3 T-violating effect exists in first-order weak 

processes. This follows, since D is proportional to the decay 

amplitudes . 

A .beam of neon atoms is polarized in a Stem-Gerlach atomic-

.. 
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beams apparatus, then trapped and held in a cell made of Al, Au, and 

sappnre, v.h:Te the 19Ne atoms decay. These decays are obserired as delayed 

coincidences between the positron and the recoil ion. The polarization 

of the trapped neon gas is .maintained by a magnetic field. Maximum 

sensitivity to D is achieved by observing only those delayed coinci

dences for which the plane formed by p and; is, on the average, 
-+ 

perpendicular to I. 

The experlinental result is 

D( 19Ne) = 0.001 ± .003. 

Using the value of p above, the phase angle is 

The contributions to D from non-T-violating final""state interactions 

are substantially smaller than the present statistical uncertainty. 

Our result is consistent with the conservation of T invariance. 

The results of this and other experimental tests of.T invariance 

in weak interactions are listed in the table below. The type of T-odd 

correlation is listed for each decay; the results are quoted in terms 

of the relative phase <f> between coupling constants or form factors and 

the experimental sensitivity to a T-odd amplitude. For the neutron 

decay, <P is the relative phase angle between CA and ey. In the K~3 
decay the transverse polarization of the muon is measured to determine 

Irn~, where r, = £-;r+, and r+, f- ·are form factors for the 6S = +6Q and 

-6Q amplitudes. 7 -1 Ims With Res measured elsewhere, <f> = tan ~ . For 

A0
-+ TI-p, the relative phase shifts are measured for the final-state 
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sand p waves, giving¢= 9 ± 5.5°. Comparing the phase difference 

cS - cS = 6. 5 ± 1. 5° 8 in low-t"mergy· n-,p scattering yields a result 
s p . . 

cons is tent with T invariance ~-

Sensitivity 
to T-odd 

Decay 6.S Correlation . ·Phase . ip .. . Amp. Year:Ref . 

neon 0 oNe • (pxv) 180.1 ± 0.3° 3xl0-3 71: 

neutron 0 a • (pxv) 178.8 n ± 1.20 lxl0- 2 70: 9 

K]..l3 1 o~· (p]..lxp'IT) 0.6 ± 2.6° 6xl0- 2 67: 10 

1\ 1 pp • (opxo J\) <80 -10-l 67:11 

Our present result, listed above, places a -3 3xl0 upper limit 

on the size of a vector-axial vector T violation in 6.S = 0 decays. 

A factor of 10 improvement on the 19Ne result may reveal a T violation 

in the V-A theory, yet a null result at the 0.3xio- 3 level will not 

necessarily exclude a direct T violation in a 6.S = 1 decay amplitude. 

·-
' . 

' 
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IT. . TI-IEORY 

In this section we will consider the following items as they 

apply to the present eJqJerim(mtal test of T invariance in the mirror 

decay of 19Ne: (a) the>b~ta decay amplitude and the phase restrictions 

that T invariance imposes on the in<lividual co:uplings in the amplitude; 

(b) the formal eJqJression for the decay rate dt. and the T-odd angular 

correlation term whose coefficient DTR is sensitive to the phase 

restrictions imposed hy T. invariance; (c) contributions DEM to the same 

T-odd angular correlation arising from final-state electromagnetic 

interactions; and.· (d) a comparison of the magni rude of DEM to the 

. 1 . . D h D DTR DEM . present exper1menta uncertainty m · , w ere · . = + 1s 
exp . · exp . the 

e)(perimentally measured quantity. · Placement of an :upper limit on a 

. possible T violation requires that .·J]W < error in D ·. . . ·. exp 

A. Beta Decay AmpH tude and Phase Restrictions on Couplings 

Asstm1ing a pure V-A coupling, the validity of the CVG hyp~

thesis, and the absence of final.,-state electromagnetic interaations, the 
. . . . 

most general form of the beta decay amplitude for the allowed decay of 

· G - _ . t . t -
7ft =- cose u[l 9 F){V0 + A0 }u[l 9Ne).R. (II-1) . 12 c . 11 11 .. 11 

. -5 
where G (= ~) is the universal weak-coupling constant, ec (= 15°) is 

the Cabibbo ~. angle, .R. · is the matrix element of the leptonic current: . 
11 

.R-
11 

= u(e)y
11

(1 + y
5
)u(v) , (II -2) 

and ~ + A~ is th~ '~~ '~ 0 · component of the hadronic weak curreJ;lt given 
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by 

if1. + A 0 = f 1y - if
2
cr q · +g

1
y y

5 
- ig

2
cr q y

5
· + g

3
· q Ys. C II- 3) 

lJ ·. JJ ·. · lJ . 11a a , · . · lJ · 1.1a a lJ 

Here qa = (pe + P)a = ('%e - PpJa is the 4-momentum transfer to the 

, final-state leptons .. The fis and 'g's are the vector and axial-vector 

form factors, all functions of q2 . Using the standard nomenclature, 

the vector [f1 (oJ J and axial-'vector Ii1 CbJ J te:rm.S· are the dominant 

coupl,ings · in. all awed· nuclear beta decay. · The weak-magnetism (f
2
J term 

hru; only a small ~ffect on the ex.pres·sion ·for the decay rate of 19Ne, 

while the "second-clru;s"* induced-tensor (g2} coupling has not yet been 

ex.perimentally observed. The induced pseudoscaler term g
3 

will not be 

considered, since its contribution to allowed beta decay is negligible. 

What restristion does T invariance impose upon the amplitude ~. 
. . 

and how can this be observed exi?erimentally in the decay rate >d~? . In 

the absente of final-state interactions, the hadronic amplitude in 
. ,. . . . ·. 

Eq. II-1 must have the same. T-transformatiort p~opertie:s as ,the leptonic 

amplitude (.R, ) , if T invariance is to .hold. Thus T invariance requires 
ll . . . ' 

. h. V A wh th d f" d b t at nT = nT, ere e .etru; are e ~e y 

and 

These etas are arbitraryphase factors equal to ±1. The condition 

. * The Weinberg 1 2 clru;sification of those tenns in ~ (~) that 
are odd (even) under a G transformation is used; G is the coiilbined . 

. operation of charge conjugation and isospin rotation. 

t· 

' . 
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n~ = n~ requires that the form factors fi and gi must be relatively 

* I *I· i¢· • real, e.g., fogo = fogo e 1,J where ¢0 0 = 0,7T. Without imposing this 
. 1 J . 1 J 0 1 ,J 

* condition on~' an angular-correlation term proportional to Im(figj) 

appears in d\. An experimental observation of such a correlation con-

stitutes a violation of T invariance. 

The charge-symmetry condition applied to the ~S = 0 weak 

current is 

. i1rTz r-..0 + Ao) -iTITz = + (V. o + Ao) t e lVA A. e . - A A (II -4) 

where the operators e±iTITz reverse the sign of the third component of 
-+ 

isospin and T 2 is the generator of rotations about the second axis in 

isospin space. This condition imposes the following restrictions upon 

the form factors 1 ~: 

'The form factors must be real except for the induced tensor, which is 

pure imaginary if charge SYmmetry is valid. Notice that T invariance 

imposes the same condition on f 1 , f 2 , and g2; only ~e restriction on 

the induced tensor term is distinct. The implication of this ambiguity 

will be considered in Section VI. 

B. Formal Expression for dA and the T-odd Angular Correlation Term 

If we ignore nuclear recoil effects, i.e. , terms in ~of the 

order of mc2/ZM where m and M. are the masses of the electron and recoil 

nuclei, then 01ily the f 1 and g1 terms contribute to the decay rate. 

Thus, to zeroth order in the nuclear recoil parameter E /2M, 
. 0 
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Gcosec ~ - -+ + - J 
:;; 

17 
r~-< l>u y (1 + y5)u - cA<a> ·u y(l + r 5Ju -

· 2 ~ . e o · . v e v 
(II-5) 

where fonn factors or coupling constants are 

the y' s :ire n i rae matrices, and ( 1 ) and <a ) arc the Fcnn:i :md Carnow-

Teller nuclear matrix elements. 

The initial and final nuclear spins in 1 9Ne decay are equal, 

i.e., Ii = If = 1/2. The transition rate d.A in_ the allowed approxima

tion and summed over the final lepton spins is* 

( ) 
5 ( Gcos e ) 2 

d.A = __ 21 7 C .F(Z, E)p2q2 dpdn dQ . 
rr h c · e v 

{ 
. V A . <r> r, V . A V A J} 

x ~ _1 + a c. ~q + ·T · LAc+ Bq + D<t<q (II-6) 

11erc F(Z, E) is the Fermi function; p, v, and E are the magnitude of the 
. E - E 

max momentum, velocity, and energy of the electron ·(positron); q = c 
and q designates the magnitude and direction of the neutrino momenttml; 

and dn and dn are the differential solid angles e v . . for the electron 

and neutrino. The polarization of the initial en.Sernble of 1!Ne nuclei is 
+ . <r> denoted by T 

* . . . . See Refs. 15 and 16. In Ref. 15 the scalar (S), vector (v), 
axial vector (A), and tensor (T) couplings were included in the calcu
lation of d.A. The coefficients a, A, etc. given there reduce to the 
expressions given here upon setting the S and T couplings to zero. 

.•. 
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In the absence of final-state interactions the coefficients are 

~ = c;<1>2 
+ ci<a>2 

~a= c;<1>2 -} ci<a>2 

2 2 ( )2 0. = .t:3CA a 

~B = ±} ci <a> 2 

TR 2 * 
~D = +~3 ImCcycA)<l><o> . 

The upper (lower) sign refers to electron (positron) emission. These 

coefficients can be rewritten in terms of p, where 

8 is the relative phase between the nuclear matrix elements, and ~A V 
' 

the relative phase of the vector and axial-vector couplings. In partic

ular, the D coefficient for the T-odd angular~correlation term is 

TR 2~ D e 9 Ne) = +- sin{8 + ~ ) . 
/3 l + P A,V 

(II-8) 

With the phase convention for the nuclear wave functions of 19Ne giving 

8( 19 Ne) = n, 17 T conservation (~A V = 0) requires that DTR vanish. 
' 

Using ti1e value IP( 19Ne) I = 1.6, 1
' 29 we have 

DTRe 9 Ne) = 0. 518 sin~ A v· The superscript "TR" designates that part of 
' 

the "total" D coefficient which is sensitive to a T violation. Final-

state electromagnetic interactions can introduce a correlation term 

EM" -+ " · EM * D I· ( vxq) in d>-. 'I he coefficient D is proportional to Re (CAS,) and 
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therefore has no relation to T invariance. Thus the distinction between 

the two contributions to the total quantity D . exp 

The effect of weak magnetism and second-class induced tensor 

couplings upon the angular-correlation coefficients indA can be 

examined only when first-order terms in the nuclear-recoil parameter 

E/2M (-lo- 4 for 19Ne) are included in the transition amplitude 11'/. With 

the present experimental tmcertainty in Dexp' it is important to eval

uate the f 2 and possible g2 contributions to DTR. Including these terms 

in the transition amplitude, Holstein 18 obtained 

TR tl 1 [ * * · Eo D · = +-q73" 2 Im(CyCA) {1) <a> - Im a {c ± d ± b) M 

- Im a* ( ( c ± d ± b) : + 2 ( 3c ± b) ~) 
+ ; Im / [ ( d + b) ~ - d ~]]} (II-10) 

The upper (lower) signs refer to electron .(positron) emission, where E; 

is given above, E
0 

is the electron (positron) rest energy, M the mass of 

the recoil nucleus, and ~ and £are a = ey<I>, c = CA <a>. The b and d 

terms arise from the weak-magnetism and induced-tensor couplings. 

The form factor f
2

(0) is contained in b. f
2 

is evaluated in 

terms of ·'the parent and daughter nuclear magnetic moments , according to 

the conserved vector current (CVC) hypothesis. Defining ~ as the 

difference in nuclear magnetic moments, ~ = ~e 9Ne) - ~ctYF} in units of 

nuclear magnetons, we have 

M · i41~ 
b =I!~ (<l>·~)e 
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The phase of f 2 is denoted by ~!{' and mp is the' m.ic;leon. mass. 

Defining .lJ:z. as a parameter representing the magnitude of the 

induced-tensor coupling, we have 

Since the relative phase angles are the important parameters, we can 

rewrite DTR above for the case of 19Ne as 

where 

a = 4 

a =.!. llziPI (Eo- 2EJ 
5 3 1 + 2m m ' p p p 

Rewriting Eq. IT~ 11, we have 

,. (o.7 + 7 ~ )xlo-3 
.. max 

. E. · -3 · 
:::: -0.2 -E- xlO . 

max 

' -3 
:::: -llz(O.ZxlO ) 

(II-12) 
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. . 

The present experiment is predominantly sensitive to a T viola-

tion manifesting itself by a phase difference between the vector and 

axial-vector couplings. This was evident from Eq. II-5 without consid

eration of rnom~ntum transfer-dependent couplings. However, Eq. II-15 

demonstrates two·impoytant points: (1) there are energy~dependent 
TR · · · 

terms in D , and although they are small they are of the same order of 

magnitude as the final-state corrections DEM (see below); and (2) a 

complete T violation (<f> •• =. TI/2} could occur via vector or axial-vector lJ 
interferences with either the weak-magnetism or induced'-tensor couplings, 

and go completely undetected. at the pre~ent uncertainty level. 

C. • IfM · Contributions 

.It was suggested eariier that final-state electromagnetic inter

actions can ·.introduce an i ~ (pxq) correlation into . the expression for d>.. 

In general, a T-odd observable may arise from (1) a violation ofT 

imtariance and/or (2) final-state electromagnetic interactions. Contri

butions to the coefficient D may arise from both sources. 

The Penni-Watson Theorem19 states that whenfinal-state inter

actions accompany a scattering (decay) process, the_original scattering 

(decay) amplitude JYL is mod~fied by a multiplicative phase -factor 

ei(o-o'). In the case of 19Ne be~a decay, the o and o' represent the 

phases of the original and "Coulomb~scattered" final states. 

Applying this theorem to weak d~cay processes and 19Ne beta 

decay in particular, it can be shown that the expectation value of a 

T-odd observable can be factored into two terms, 
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~ + + TR EM 
D = <l•(pxq)> = D . +.D ·, 

TR * ,D . a: cos(cS - cS 1
) Im(C. C.). 

1 J 

DEM a: sin(cS- o 1 )Re(C.C~) . 20 

1 J 

The Ci's and Cj's are the weak-interaction coupling constants. 

It is evident that .JfM c~ntains no information concerning T 

invariance. Its magnitude depends upon the phase shift and, in the case 

of light nuclei (Z <SO), sin(cS- o1
) a: aZ, where a is the fine

structure constant and Z is that of the daughter nucleus. In the 

following paragraphs the magnitude of DEM tenns (first order in Za.) will 

be given for the zeroth- and first-order te.nns in the nuclear-recoil 

parameter E/ZM. These will be compared to the present experimental 

uncertainty in D .• 
exp 

Jackson, Treiman, and Wyld16 considered the correction due to 

simple Coulomb scattering between the daughter nucleus and an electron 

or a positron in allowed beta _decay. Their calculation included 

momentum- transfer- independent S, V, A, and T weak couplings and neglec-

ted nuclear-recoil tenns. The re~ult for Ii = If = 1/2 is 

EM 2a.Z me . ,. * * I I* I I* I 
D1 = /3 p ( I)(cr}Re CSCA- ~~ + CSCA ·- ~ x 

xnrc512 
• lc~l 2 .; IC,I 2 

+ rc;;1 2)1w1 2 

+ (1S.I2 
+ icfl 2 

+ ICAI 2
+ rc;r 2]1<o>l~-l 

(II -13) 
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which vanishes identically for a pure V-A weak decay~ The positron mass 

and 3-momentum are m and p. 

To determine an upper limit for the magnitude of these terms , we , . 

may make use of the experimental upper limits of the Fermi and Gamow

. Teller Pierz interference terms, 2 1 

. and 

These place the most accurate upper limit upon the S and T couplings in 

S decay. and may be approximated by 

where s = Cs/Cy, s' = C~/C:,. We are· justified in this approximation, 

since measurements of the electron-neutrino angular correlation ~ in 

. . . 2 . 12 I .lz I . lz .Eq. II-6 established that ICsl «.ICy and· Cr. « .. cA . Rewriting 

D~ in terms of experimental quanti ties (assuming p is real, i.e. , 

cos¢v A= 1), we have 
' 

(II-14) 

The uniformity of measured ft values in pure Fermi 0+ + 0+ decays 

places an upper limit on bF <0.1.22 The ratio of K capture to positron 
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emission in the pure Gamow-Te11er 3+ + 2+ decay of 22Na gives .a·limit 

on bGT, lbGTI < 0.03. 23 Using p = 1.6 we obtain 

DEM 
1 

. . -3 
= De 1 = 2.2xl0 . ou • (II -15) 

This represents an upper limit to the correction given in Eq. II-13, 

and has a characteristic inverse momentum dependence. 

In this experiment the positron energy was measured for each 
A + A 

event for which the angular correlation I • (vxq) was observed (Sect. III). 

The energy dependence of Dexp was thus experimentally obtained and may 

be compared to the characteristic energy dependence of each individual 

final-state correction. Between the threshold and endpoint energies 

the positron momentum varies between 0.9 and 2.7 MeV/c, giving 

A Coulomb correction, second order in a, has not been calcu-

lated but should be of the order of 

D(2) :::. (apZJ 2 mo2 ::: Sxl0-4 ' 
Coul. 

unless there are fortuitous cancellations. 

Holstein24 has calculated, to first order in aZ, the final

state corrections to D which arise from interferences between the 

momentum-transfer-dependent weak-magnetism and :lnduced-tensor couplings 

and the Coulomb scattering in the final state. These terms come into 

play when recoil-dependent terms of the order of E/2M are retained in 

the expression for the allowed transition amplitude. The result for the 
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1 9 Ne decay ·is 

EM ·az lx 
D · = D . ( 1 9Ne) = + A::i7 -2 reco1l - '+PM ~ 

(II-16) 

where the notation is identical to that used above. Only the lower sign 

refers to the positron decay of 19Ne. 

Eq. II-20 includes the final-state correction previously cal

culated by Callan and Treiman. 2 5 The weak-magnetism interference tenns 

a *h and c \ are the dominant contributions to D~. Evaluating ~' b, and 

d as before, and· including only these largest tenns, we have 

Assuming the cos¢ terms are approximately ±1, this becomes 

D ~ l.Sxl0-4 ~ 
weak mag. p 

max 
(II-17) . 

almost identical in value to the Callan-Treiman result. For experi

mentally meas.ured events (0.9 MeV.~ p s: 2. 7 MeV ), D varies between c c . ·~ . 

0.4xl0- 4 and 1.4xl0-4 . 

The total final-state correction is then 

EM -3 1 -4 n 
D = (ZxlO · ) . MeV + (1. SxlO ) ...-.L...-

P(-c-) Pmax 
(II -18) 
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where the first ·tenn is an upper limit. 

D. Comparison .of 1Ifj·to Experimental· Uncertainty 

One may conclude .that the final-state corrections are small 

with respect to the present experimental uncertainty in Dexp (see . 

Sect. ·v): 

(all energies) , 

and can be ignored. 

Finally, iri the· expression for .dX (Eq. II -6), we wish to re

place the neutrino momenta q and solid angle emv by the recoil- ion 
+ . 

momenta r and emv. Sirtce the kinetic energy of the neon atoms is less 

than 0. 0025 eV, the laboratory frame and the rest frame of the decaying

neon are essentially. identical. We have in the lab frame, to good 

approximation: 

+ + + 
p + q + r = 0 . 

Expressing 1-;1 as 

r • li'l • :W·T ± {q2 
- p2

fl - cP·TJ2 l t , 
one obtains 
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d:>.. a: [pF (Z ,E) l.E2 (E - E) 2dEdn dn. r 
E ] . o e r q 

The sign convention refers to the relative sizes of £ and ~· For p > q 

and a fixed angle p•q, there are two neutrino momenta q for which 
-+ -+ -+ 
p + q + r = 0. For this reason the total rate is the sum of the rate 

with the plUs sign and the rate with the minus sign. 26 For p < q, only 

the plus sign is applicable. Equation II-18 describes the angular cor

relations in terms of the particles observed· experimentally, and was 

used to calculate the geometry factors; see Sect. V and Appendix E. 



... 

I I I. EXPERIMENTAL ME1HOD 

This test of time-reversal invariance in beta decay was 

accomplished by measuring the magnitude of the pseudoscalar triple

angular correlation term n{i· (pxr)} in dA., Eq. II-18. T invariance 

requires that the coupling constants of the Hamiltonian from which dA. 

was derived be real, and thus the coefficient D be identically zero. 

Experimentally the "D" dependence of dA. is measured by observing 

those delayed coincidences between e + and F- whose momenta define a ·plane· 

perpendicular to the spin of the decayin~ 19Ne. The magnitude of D is 

measured by taking the difference between the coincidence (decay) rates 
. A 

from states of opposite mi; i.e., I parallel and antiparallel to the 

normal of the plane defined by the decay products. 

Both in the previously reported experimental search for a T 

violation1 and in the present experiment, 19Ne is continuously produced 

in the reaction F(p, n) 19Ne. After separation from the carrier·gas, a 

collimated beam of polarized 19Ne is formed with a Stern-Gerlach state-

selecting magnet and collimating slits. 

1n Ref. 1, D was measured by detecting in-flight decays as 

the neon beam passed two counter arrays. The detection efficiency was 
. . . -3 

low, s1nce neon atoms spe~t only 10 sec in the detector region. The 

coincidence count rate was 1.6 counts/sec. The uncertainty in D was 

entirely statistical, the result being D = 0.001 ± 0.014. 

With.the $arne beam activity in the present experiment, the 

detection efficiency and thus the coincidence rate was increased several 
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Fig. 1. Side and end view of the octagonal bulb-detector 
assembly. Converter boxes are shown in the end view as rectangles 
mounted on the octagon, with openings to the Si detectors alternately 
facing along the ±z axis. The inner and outer grids are shown as double 
dashed lines. 

After entering the bulb through the long narrow copper channel, 
the 19 Ne atoms (shown as dots) are uniformly distributed throughout the 
volume of the bulb. The particle trajectories from a typical decay 
\1ithin the inner grid are shown in the both views. The positron passes 
through the foil, while the ion drifts radially toward the edge of the 
i1mer grid. Radial acceleration is followed by secondary electron (e-) 
production upon ion impact with foil. The nucle~r spi~ of the 19Ne, 
denoted as P, is maintained by a magnetic field BA = ±ziBAI. Positrons 
originating from decays within the converter boxes and passing through 
the Si (secondary-electron) detectors provide a 500-keV signal. Such a 
decay is shown at top left. Measuring these 500-keV singles counts 

, provides continuous monitoring of the polarization. · 

.. . 
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orders of magnitude by trapping, holding, and detecting the activity in 

a sealed ·bulb for up to four seconds. The statistical uncertainty was 

improved by a factor of 5. Paramount in this containment technique is 

the exPerimental fact that we are able to maintain the nuclear polariz· 

ation despite the 105 collisions of the 19Ne atoms with the container 

walls. Courit~rs capable of detecting the recoil F- ion are an integral 

part of the sealed bulb' whereas the posi troris easily pass through the 

thinAl foil.windows in the bulb to external ·detectors. 

For the "D" experiment, col.mter geometry design optimizes 

detection of those delayed coincidence events, between e+ .·and F-, having 
. . . 

the T-violatihg angular correlation described by the D term in Eq. II-
. ·. . 

18. The spin is maintained parallel to the beam axis (along the z 

axis in Fig. 1) by a weak axial magnetic field, BA. Positron and ion 

detectors are sensitive to events where the positron and ion momenta p 
and . r are .nomin~lly perpendicular to i, thus providing maximum sensi-

tivity to D. 
. + + . 

Coincidences are measured· for p and r nominally 90° and. 

135° apart (Fig. 1). 

In the "B" experiment, coincidence counts are observed for those 

decays having the angular correlation described by the B term in Eq. II-
A + + 

18· The nuclear spin I is nominally in the plane· formed by p and r .. A 

weak magnetic field perpendicular to the beam axis maintains the trans-
A 

verse orientation of I. 

A. •. Detailed Description of Apparatus and Operation 

The production, separation from the carrier gas, and the.polar-
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the production, separation from 
carrier-target gas (SF6), polarization, and subsequent detection of the 
1 9Ne activity for the "D" experiment. The target area is separated from 
the remainder of the apparatus by concrete shielding. A single magnetic 
substate mr is selected from the atomic beam of 19Ne effusi~g from the 
source slit S1 (30°K) in a 1S0 state by the collimator slit S3. The 
dark (light) arrows represent the orientation of the nuclear magl1etic 
moment of 1 9 Ne as atoms pass through·_ s 3 for X(: > 0 ( < 0) . The moments 
adiabatically follow the changing orientation of the magnetic fields. 
For the orientation of BA shown and Xc > 0, the spins that-reach the 
bulb point along the -z axis. The dark (light) arrows are passed 
(blocked) for s3 as shown. The beam is defined by slits sl, s3, and s4. 
The bearildeflections are exaggerated for clarity. The field BA is pro.:. 
siuced by the Jielrn11o+tz set. (In th-e "B" experiment, spin alignment in 
the bulb is maintained by a field BA along the ±x axis.) The coils pro
ducing this transverse field are not shown. Bulb cooling is provided by 
contact through the mounting_bracket with the LN reservoir. Tsit is the 
sitting time of 19Ne in the bulb. 

., "1 '· .• ... 
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ization of 19Ne ·have· been described in detail 1 
'
2 7 and require only brief 

mention here. Details not previously described, together with new 

experimental techniques, will be discussed fully. The entire experi

mentaLapparatus is shown in Fig. 2. 

1. Production and Separation of 19Ne 

A 60-~ beam of 15-Mey protons from the Lawrence Berkeley Lab

oratory 88-irt cyciotron is used to produce radioactive 19Ne. The proton 

beam enters an SF6 gas target at 3 atm by passing through a 0.'038-cm 

Ni -.plated aluminUm foil in the target face. In the reaction2 7 

19 F(p, n) 19Ne, 10 curies of neon (T1 = 17.6 sec) are produced. Rapid 
"2 

de~ivery of this short-lived activity is essential. 

The SF6 target-carrier gas .flows through the target at a rate of 

6 (atm-liters)/min, sweeping the neon from the target into one of two 

LN-cooled traps. Adequate concrete shielding separates the target area 

from experimental apparatus. Each LN-cooled SF6 trap consists of a 

20-liter copper vessel in which SF6 is condensed out as a powder onto 

baffles, leaving only 19Ne to be pumped to the atomic beam source. 

Total transit time of neon from target to detectors is approximately 

5 sec. 

Once the SF6 trap is filled with condensed SF6, the target gas 

is diverted into the second SF6 trap. The experiment may thus continue 

while the first trap is heated to allow return of its contents to the 

large SF6 storage tanks which supply the target. Two traps allow con-

tinuous operation. 
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Fig. 3. Details of source, spurce slits, and source cooling. 
j. 

The source temperature is 30°K. An adjustable bellows mount (not 
. ! . 

shown)' was an integral part of the vaeuum flange at the top of the 
I . . 

chamber. This bellows mount allowed vertical adjustment of the entire 

ridged assembly upon which the source cavity was mounted. Horizontal 

adjustments were made using two externally adjustable S.S~ rods which 
,. 

made contact with the foot of the gold-plated copper heat shield. 
'. ·- •. 

Horizontal and vertical adjustments were critical for precise alignment 

of the source slits with the deflection magnet center line. 
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Fig. 4. Recirculation loop. The times spent in each segment of 
the loop are calculated values. With the source at .30°K, S.S. tube at 
~60°K, and all other surfaces at 300°K, the times are given in seconds. 
/'\factor of between 18 and 20 was gained.in beam intensity by reinject
ing the gas that did not enter the deflection magnet back into the 
source. 
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Injection of the activity into the hollow copper source block 

occurs after successive compression of the neon by diffusion pumps R-3 

and R-1. The source block is cooled to 30°K by the copper mounting rod 

attached to the base of a LHe reservoir. Source construction and cool-

ing are shown in Fig. 3. To minimize heat conduction between source 

chamber walls and the LHe reservoir, a Teflon tube plus a stainless 

steel tube w1th 0.0025-em walls connects the exhaust of pump R-1 to the 

source. A gold-plated copper heat shield, cooled to LN temperatures, 

surrounds' the source and the LHe Dewar. The entire unit is suspended 

. by an adjustable mount in the source vacuum chamber at 10- 7 Torr. 

Neon effuses from the source in the 1S0 ground state through 

sixteen horizontal slits machined in the source block. These slits are 

0.051 em high, 0.25 em wide, and 0.64 em deep (Fig. 3). These horizon

tal slits and the vertical source jaws labeled s1 (0.076 em wide by 

0.95 em deep) channel the beam in the forward direction, increasing the 

forward beam intensity over' that of a cosine distribution by a factor of 

15. 

Gas not entering the deflection magnet through slit s2 is pumped 

from the source chamber and reinjected into the source block via a 

closed recirculation loop. The activity can thus be circulated up to 

20 times before it decays. Using this recirculation scheme, the beam 

intensity is higher by a factor of 20 than without recirculation. 

The time spent in each segment of the recirculation loop is 

shown in Fig. 4. The factor limiting recirculation enhancement is the 

low conductivity through the channeling slits. While increasing the 
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Fig. 5. Neon beam profile and pplarization at the entrance to 

the bulb (slit s4). The solid curves are calculated using JJ[l 9Ne) 

= -1. 88 JJN' a source temperature of 30°K, and a deflection magnet field 

. gradient of 22 kG/em, together with the iengths listed in Table I. 

Experimental points are shown as trianglJs and squares. X is the 
· I c 

i 
distance from the magnet center line to tjhe center of s3. s3 is 

0.076 em wide. For Xc ·~ 0.076 em, the polarization of the beam reach

ing the bulb is 100%. Arrows indicate locations of the center line of 
·' 

slit s3 used to select opposite spin state::;. 
\ 
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. . 

pressure in the source and enhancing the forward distribution of Ne, 

these slits, at 30°K, limit the rate at which R-1 foreline. and the 

source volumes can be pumped by R-2. Since a large fraction of the 

recirculation time is spent in R-1 foreline and the source, these 

volumes. 1IRlst be kept at a minimum to .maximize beam intensity. 

2. Polarization 

Selection of polarization states is shown schematically in 

Fig. 2~ Passing through the 22-kG/an field gradient of the "Stem'-

Gerlach" magnet,28 the ·two magnetic substates of neon (mi = ± 1/2) are 

deflected in opposite directions. With a nuclear magnetic dipole 

moment ~e 9Ne) = -1.88 JJN/7 the field gradient exerts a force on p 

separating the average trajectory of 11I = +1/2 and 11I := -1/2 by 

0.076 an at the center of the magnet. Du~ to the finite width of the 

slits defining the beam and the distribution of velocities (Maxwell 

Boltzmann) of the gas emerging fram the sourc.e, a mixture of spin states 

exists along the ~gnet center lin~ (Fl.g. S) •· Selection of a single 

polarization state is possible by the introduction of a movable 

0.076-an wide collimating slit, s 3 . If Xc, the distance from the magnet 

centerline to the center of s 3, is greater than 0.076 an, the trans

mitted beam contains only one substate, i.e., it is 100% polarized. 

This follows' since sl = s3 = s4 where s4 is the width of the entrance 

channel to the bulb. 

In the D experiment, spins are rotated adiabatically through an 

angle of 90° after emerging from the deflection magnet (see Fig .. 2). · 

Upon entering the bulb through slit S 4, the spin is parallel to the bulb 
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axis.· For·Xc > 0 (Xc < 0) the spin points along the -Z (+Z) axes in 

Fig. 2. 

Th~ strong axial coil field (Fig. 2) rotates the spin by -60° 

in an average field of 230 gauss during· the first 6 inches of flight. 

The weaker Ilelinholtz field BA completes the rotation over a 30-in span 

in an average field of 22 gauss. The condition ensuring adiabatic 

passage through a. region of changing field is r2 >> T, where r2 is the 

tr~nsit time through the region and T is the Larmer precession period 
. . 

about the rotating field •. For ·the first abrupt rotation in the strong 

field, Q·"' 10-3 SeC and T = 10-6 sec; and for the second slower rota

tion in the weak field, Q = Sxlo-3 sec and T = 2x1o"" 5 sec. · Both satisfy 

the adiabatic condition; thus a 100% polarized beam enters the bulb. 

With neon spending up to 4 sec in the bulb, a highly uniform magnetic 

field was necessary to minimize relaxation of the spin and thus main-

tain the polarization. 

A set of Helmholtz coil~ 5 ft in diameter and centered on the 

bulb, irrnnerse the bulb in a 22-gauss alignment field BA. The observed 

variation of this field over the bulb volume was less than 0.2xlo- 3 G. 

To obtain this level of uniformity all magnetic materials. were kept from 

the detector ch3mber region. The only exception was the iron magnetic 

shield between the deflection magnet and the detector chamber. This 

shield reduced the variation of the deflection magnet's highly non

uniform fringing field to less than Sxl0-3 G over the bulb region. 

Maxirrn.nn flux of 19Ne into the bulb was achieved by locating the 

detector chamber directly behind the lead wall which shielded the 
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Table I. Position, dimension, and fluxa through slits defining beam. 

· Source Slit Collimator Slit Entrance Channel 
(Sl) (S3) (S4) 

Width .(em) 0.076 0.076 0.076 

Height (em) 1.25 1.00 0.95 

Thickness (em) 0.32 7.6 

Distance from 67.6 228. source slit (em) 

Solid angle '(sr) 1.6xl0-S 1.4xlO -6 

Estimated flux of 
-1011 -106 .-.1o5 19Ne atoms 

(atoms/sec) 

a Fluxes given for collimator slit position at center line of deflec
tion magnet, i.e., at X = 0. . c 

ji ,· 
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detectors from the high backgroWld radiation in the source block~ This 

proximity of the bulb to the deflection magnet made the iron shield 

absolutely essential for the reduction of its fringing field to the 

Sxlo-3 G level. 

With Xc > 0 (Xc < 0) the spins of the neon gas trapped in the 

bulb are oriented in the same (opposite) direction as BA. To eliminate 

possible systematic errors, equal arnoWlts of coincidence data were 

obtained for BA oriented along the +Z axes and -Z axes. This reversal 

of field was achieved by reversing the current in both the Helmholtz 

coils and the single axial coil in Fig. 2. A summary of D asyrmnetries 

for the two field orientations is given in Table V. 

In the "B" experiment the transverse orientation of the emerging 

spins in the beam is maintained along the ~ axes by a large pair of 

square coils not shown in Fig. 2. These coils provide (1) an alignment 

field between the deflection magnet and the bulb, and (2) a highly 

uniform field throughout the bulb region. 

The neon beam fluxes and solid angles are ,given in 

Table I. With the bulb properly aligned with respect to the deflection 

magnet, approximately 28% of the neon beam reaching the detector chamber 

enters the bulb via the 0.076-cm channel and scatters randomly to pro-

duce a uniform distribution of gas throughout the bulb. The neon can 

mdke approximately 105 wan collisions before it decays or is pt.miped 

back out the entrance slit into the vacuum surrounding the bulb. Neon 

not originally entering :the 'channel is immediately pumped from the 

detector chamberin a time of the order of 0.1 sec. The sitting time of 
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neon in the bulb is determined by, the conductance of the entrance 

channel and the bulb voll.Dile:5 For large sitting times, Ts - 10 sec, 

the greater probability of decay [T\.:e 9Ne) = 17.6 sec] is accompanied 
2 

by loss of polarization due to wall collisions. A brief discussion of 

relaxation processes appears in Appendix D. Our choice of a 4-sec 

sitting time yielded 75% polarization; see Section II-3d. 

B. Bulb 

1. General Requirements of Bulb 

The purpose of the bulb was containment and detection of the 

neon activity in the beam. The following general considerations were 

dominant factors in the design of the bulb: (1) A sizable fraction of 

the polarized 19Ne beam ImlSt enter the bulb and remain, without sub

stant:laldepolarization, for a time long enough for appreciable decay 

[1'1 [1 9Ne) = 17.6 sec]; (2) To maintain the uniformity of the guide 
'2 

field within the bulb, both the bulb and the detectors Imlst be totally 

nonmagnetic - nonuniformities induce depolarization of nuclear spin; 

(3) In order to concentrate the activity and maximize detection 

efficiency; the size and volume of the bulb IIU.lSt be minimal; (4) The 

acceleration and detection of the negative recoil ions, without loss of 

their directional correlation information, requires (a) a field-free 

region for ion drift and (b) a large high-voltage gradient providing 

acceleration; ancl.(S) /\high degree of rotational symmetry in the 

geometry of the bulb and detectors is es!?ential to maximize counting 

of the trapped activity and allow adequate measurement of systematic 
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A- Alum Octagon (-IOKeV) 
B- Converter Box (-10 KeV) 

C- Pyrex Insulator 
D- Ion Detector 8 FET Box (Ground Potential) 

E- Sapphire Discs 
F- Beam Entrance Channel (Ground Potential) 
G- Positron Detector 8 FET Box (Ground) 
H- Double Layer Inner Grid (-20 KeV) 

(supported by pin through sapphire disc) 

I- Double Layer Outer Grid (-IOKeV) 
J- 20KeV High Voltage Connector 

XBL 723-505 

Fig. 6. Exploded view of bulb-detector assembly. The sapphire 
discs were.held onto the octagon by small brass spring clips. The other 
items were secured with o~so screws. All joining surfaces were lapped 
to flatness. Dow Corning silicon-based vacuum grease was used to ensure 
a vacuum seal of all joints. A copper lip, threaded into the end of the 
copper beam entrance channe~ secured the sapphire disc. The only 
opening in the bulb was the 0.076x0.95-cm entrance slit. When all 
joints were properly sealed the sitting time of the 19Ne in the bulb was 
4 ~ec. · · 
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false asymmetries. 

2. Bulb Design and Operation 

The hollow Al frame (labeled A in Fig. 6) upon which the bulb 

is constructed fonns an octagon 2. 54 ern in length, with a centered 

4.76-crn I.D. hole along its symmetry axis. (In the following passage, 

_letters labeling bulb-components refer to Fig. 6.} ·Eight equally 

spaced rectangular parts provide passage to the flat faces of the 
. . . 

octagon. Here, facing alternately in opp<)si te directions, A1 converter 

boxes · (B) and ion detectors (D) are screwed to the· Al frame. Lapping · 
. . 

and Si vacuum grease provided vacuum seals between adjoining faces. · The 

top of each converter box, formed from a 0.005-crn DuralUmin foil, pro

vides a window through which positrons may leave the bulb. Ions strik

ing the foil stop and eject secondary electrons, which are accelerated, 

allowing detection of. the ion. The foil is glued to the box with 

Shell epoxy; the curing time and the specific ratio of Shell 828 resin 

to curing agent D were specific for this low-temperature application.' 

The ends of the octagon are ·sealed by sapphire discs (E) 4. 76 em 

in diameter and. 0. 22 em thick, which were grown to order by the Crystal 

Division of Union Carbide. A vacUum seal between the Al frame is again 

assured with Dow Corning high-vaccum silicon grease. To prevent prompt 

loss of the trapped' neon into the surrounding vacuum, the entire bulb 

is vacutnn tight except for the narrow copper entrance channel (F) , · · 

0.076 em wide by 0.95 em high by 7.62 em long. Positron detectors (G) 

are mounted externally to the bulb on a carefully machined bracket· that 
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ensures the alignment of detectors with the thin windows and the 

concentricity of the detectors with the bulb. 

The inner grid (H) is a hollow metallic cylinder with solid 

ends. Its sides are constructed from two layers, separated by 0 .16 an 

of a fine m~sh stainless steel screen which is 90% transparent. The 
. . 

gold-plated S~S. screen is composed of.sixty fine (0.00025 an) strands 

per inch and is manufactured by Buckbee Mears Company. The grid is 
. . 

mounted along the bulb axis by a pin through the center of the sapphire 

disc; thus it is electrically insulated from the rest of the bulb. 

Being maintained at -20 keV,the field-free volume within the grid 

(26% of the bulb voiume) defines the region from which delayed coin-
~ . 

cidence events are accepted. This grid is 1. 90 ari long arid 3. 80 em 

in diameter. 
. . . 

Along the inner diameter of theA! octagon the outer grid (I) 

is formed from a doubie layer of the same 90% transparent mesh. The 

radial distance between grids is 1 em. .The outer grid along with the. 

Al octagon and converter boxes is maintained at -10 keV, thus providing 

a 10-keV/cm potential gradient for the acceleration of F-. The double-

layer construction of the grids reduces undesirable fringing of the 

field. into the interior of the inner grid and converter box .. The strong 

E field at the surface of the inner grid will extract large fluxes of 

·electrons from any microscopic metal whiskers present on the surface of 

the grid wires.· To reduce this field emission, both grids are gold

plated. Examination of the plated surfaces with a microscope showed 
. . . 

that all metal whiskers and irregularities on the original grid wire 
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surface had been covered by the gold plate. 

The entire bulb-detector unit is held-by an A1 bracket 

which is mounted on a brass pedestal inside a 50-liter vacuum chamber 

(see Fig. 2). _ The A1 bracket is positioned-on the pedestal by dowel 

pins which allow removal and replacement of the bulb-detector unit 

without loss' of the alignment between the . entrante channel and the beam 

axis . The' pedes tal and A1 bracket provide thermal contact between the 

externai LN reseriroir and the silicon defectors. Thenital contact to 

the ion detectors is t:hrdugh.the Cu entr~ce channel and the sapphire 

end plates. Sapphire is both an electrical in5ulator and a thermal 

conductor. Its thermal conductivity and coefficient of expansion· are 

approximately equal to that of copper at LN temperatures. 

The pressure in the detector chamber is maintained at 

Sxl0- 7 Torrbya 500-liters/sec oil d-iffusion pump. At this pressure, 

high-voltage breakdown within the bulb was rarely a problem. Careful 

rounding and polishing of edges and corners of bulb components enabled 

20-keV potential differences to be mamntained for tolerances of less 

than 8 mm. To prevent damage to the grids in case of high-voltage 

breakdown between grids or between grids and ground, 100 -M;t surge-

current-limiting .resistors were placed in the high-voltage lines. 

These resistors were 9 nun in dianand 2.5 em long. Their small size 

allowed placement within the vacuum chamber between the high-voltage 

vacuum feedthrough and each grid, thus providing maximum protection. 
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3. Detection · 
. . . . 

Both positrons and ions (secondary electrons) are cmmted 

with lithium-drifted silicon [Si(Li)] semiconductor detectors made at 

the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. Particles passing through or stopping 

in the sensitive volume of the detector liberate charge in proportion to 

energy lost. This charge is swept from the depletion region of the 

detector by a large bias voltage, producing a charge pulSe. 

High-energy resolution in the detector systems depends funda

mentally upon maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio. ·· To achieve an 

energy resolution of a few keV, it was essential that (1) the initial 

stage of preamplification, the field effect ·transistor (PET) , be located 

close to the silicon detector, and (2) both the detector and the FET be 

cooled to -100°C. At this temperature the gain of the PET is at a max

imUm, while the leakage currents in the detector and the PET are reduced 

by a factor of 200 below room_.temperature vaiues. Thermal noise in the 

feedback resistor is also reduced. 

Preamplifier input capacity increases with the distance that 

separates the detector from the PET. The preamplifier input voltage is 

maximized by placing the FET and its feedback; circuit directly behind 

the detector in the vacuum chamber .. The remai~der of the preamplifi-

cation circuit was mounted o:utside the vacuum chamber. 

Large-amplitude megacycle oscillations, which saturated the 

scalars, were induced when the feedback response time be~een the FET 

and the external preamp circuit was too long. Stable operation of the 

preamplifier required that cables 33 em or shorter be used to reduce 
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the transit times of feedback signals. 

a. Positron detection. The positron detectors are located outside 

the sealed bulb. Given the 2.21-MeV positron endpoint energy of 19Ne, 

the average positron energy is 1 MeV. When esc~ping from the bulb, a 

1-MeV positron loses 11 keV in the converter box foil. Neon gas is 

uniformly distributed throughout the bulb so decays can occur anywhere 

inside. Within the inner grid, decays provide possible coincidence 

events. For decays outside the inner grid, positrons may be counted as 

singles events in either the positron detectors or the ion detectors {F.igJS). 

Let these respective singles rates beNE· and NEI· in the ith counters. 
1 1 

NE· is the number of positrons passing directly through the thin Si(Li) 
1 

ion detector for decays within the converter box. Continuous monitoring 

of the 19Ne polarization is provided by measurement of Ei; this will be 

discussed in Section III-3d. 

Extremely large-volume positron detectors were required to 

provide both the adequate solid angle and the necessary sensitive range 

to stop, detect, and measure the energy of positrons With energies up 

to 2.21 MeV. A triple-angular correlation (TAC) resulting from a final-

state interaction has a definite positron-energy (Ee) dependence (see 

Section II), while a true T-violating TAC is independent of Ee. Meas

urement of Ee for each coincidence allows us ·to distinguish these two 

cases. The dimensions of the sensitive depletion volume are 3.81 on by 

4 rnm thick. This thickness provides sufficient range to stop 2-MeV 

positrons; higher-energy positrons pass through the detector and are 

recorded as 2-MeV events. The detectors operated with a reversed bias 
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1250~~~~~~---.~----~----~.---, 
... . .. .. . " POSITRON COUNTER No. I 

Energy .. Spectrum for 
Coincidence· Events · 1000 L__:_ ____ ~~~~~~---~-~ 

25oL------+--~~~------~~--~~~ 

00 ··o.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
ENERGY (MeV) 

XBL 723-511 

·Fig. 7a. Measured positron energy spectrum for coincidence 
events. In both "B" and"D" experiments, the positron energy discrim
inators were set at·O.S MeV to eliminate background from the 0.511-MeV 
positron annihilation gamma rays, Yann· 
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Positron energy spectrum 

1.0 3.0 

Energy (MeV l 

XBL 707-3357A 

Fig. 7b. With positron energy discriminators lowered to 0.:1 MeV 
He can observe the energy lo~s of the Yann in ~he Si detector. · '!fiis 
appears as a Compton scattering spectrum superimposed on the positron 
spectra. The sharp peak corresponds to the 340-keV singles Compton-
scattering peak produced by Yann· . · 
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val tage of 400 V. and had an energy resolution of 9 keV. 

A typical coincidEmce positron energy spectrum is shOwn in 

Fig. 7 .. A 13
_
7Cs source providing internal conversion ~lectrons from 

1 3 7Ba .. at 625 keV and 655 keV was used for energy calibration. Discrim

inators were set to accept all posi trans above 0. 5 MeV. . The positron 

energy is recorded for positrons associated with a coincidence event. 

b. . Ion detection. Couritirig the negative recoil ions requires a 

highly stable, efficient, 16w:..noise detection system which, in contrast 

to the positron counters, rust be an integral part of the sealed bulb . 

. These'counters, based on an earlier design, 30 consist of a con.., 

verter box with a thin secondary-emission Al foil, a Si(Li) detector 

plus FET, and a hollow glass electrical insulator separating the two 

(Figs. 1 and 6). The silicon detectors are ).27 em in diameter and 1 nnn 

thick, providing sufficient range to stop 600-keV electrons. The 

sensitive depletion region is 0.96 nnn thick. Energy resolution is 

approximately 4 keV .. To maintain the 125-V bias,. a 50-A gold layer was 

evaporated on the face of the detector through which electrons entered. 

A typical coincidence event from a decay within the field:..free 

region of the inner grid is shOwn in Fig .. 1. The positron is detected 

immediately. The ·ion, having an average recoil energy of 100 eV, drifts 

slowly in its original recoil direction toward the transparent surface 

of the inner grid. Drift times range between 0 and 1.4 psec. Once the 

ion has passed through the grid, .. it is innnediately accelerated radially 

toward the thin window of .the converter box, which can collect .ions only 

from this portion of the inner grid surface. Passing through the outer 
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10000 

(f) 

Jz 

· ION COUNTER·· No. 6 
Secondary Electron Spectrum 
for: Coincidence Events . 

aooo~~~~~~~~~--~~~-------1 

6 4000 l--l-~~--~--~-'---~~-.;__-~~ 
(.) 

0 
0 20 40 60 80 120 160 200 240 

ENERGY Ck eV) 

Fig. 8. For B and D data the ion energy discriminator was set 
at 15 keV, to eliminate thelarge number.of single secondary electrons 
produced by prompt recoil ions (see Sect. V) • Prompt coincidence events 
do not yield valid B or D data. These prompt ions originate from decays 
between the -10-keV and -20-keV grids and, having less kinetic energy, 
produce fewer secondary electrons. The presence ofthe prompts explains 
the deviations of the spectrum shape from a pure Poisson distribution. 
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grid, the 10-keV ion collides at a nominal angle of 45° with the Al 

window and stops. -The impact·of the ion causes_ secondary electrons to 
.... .. •"" 

. ; 
be ej'e~ted from the meta_l surface .... •. · ... 

With the Si detector at ground potehtial and insulated from the 
. . 

-10-keV converter box, the secondary-emission electrons are to some 

extent focused and accelerated toward the Si detector. · An ion is thus 

detected as a pulse of one or more 10-keV electrons by the Si ion 

detector. For decays between. the 20-:- and 10--keV grids, ions are accel

erated iiTDnediately in the radial direction and detected in the same . .~ 

way.- With respect to the positron, --these prompt ions are delayed less 

than ions from the inner'grid .. C~incidence events originating between 

grids can be distinguished in this wa}r' from those originating from 

within the inner grid. Let Nr. be the ion singles rate in the jth ion 
J 

counter. 

The frequency distributibn:of secondary electrons emitted 

follows Poisson statistics. The average number emitted per stopped ion 

is equal to the secondary emission coefficieJ~.t y: with 10-keV ions on 

A1 at 45°, y"' 3. For one, two, three, etc. electrons ejected, the 

silicon detector resolves individual lines at 10 keV, 20 keV, 30 keV, 

'etc., as seen in a typical ion coincidence energy spectrum (Fig. 8) . 

The ion discriminator was set at 15 keV, so the two-.electron peak is 

the first one seen in this figure. 

It should be noticed in Fig. 8 that the individual peaks broaden 

as the number of electrons increases. The Si detectors produce this 

broadening, since statistical fluctuations in charge production for 
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ELECTRON SPECTRUM - Due to SECONDARY 
.Field Em is sion From Inner Gnd in the Absence 
of l~e • 

. ~ 

J 1'\. 

( \ 
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Qon Energy '"0• \. Discriminator -
. . ' ' 
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~ I ~ 
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_,/ -
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.. 
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XBL 723-510 

Fig. 9. The secondary-electron spectrum due to field emission 
provided a means of energy calibration of the ion recoil spectra. 
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individual electrons add in quadrature. Thus the width of the 40-keV 

peak for. four 10-keV electrons is greater by a factor of 14 = 2 than it 

would be for a single 40-keV electron. 

Noise in the ion counters due to field emission from the inner 

grid was initially . a serious problem. _ With the large voltage gradient 

between grids, field emission electrons could be drawn off dust parti-
- ' . . 

cles and/or. metal whiskers on the small-diametergrid wires. These 

10:..keV field-emission electroi1S produced an average .of one secondary

emission electron upon striking the foil. The secondaries, in the 

absence of any 19Ne, produce a spectrum in the ion detectors with a 

large one-electron ·peak and a smaller two-electron peak (Fig. 9). 

The ion counters were totally saturated by these field-emission 

(and subsequent secondary-emission) electrons. This background was 

reduced by a factor of 10,000 to an acceptable level, less than 0.1 counts 
: . .. . . 

pe~ sec (above 15 keV) per ion counter, b~- tlJ gold-plating the inner and 

outer grids to provide a microscopically-smooth surface free from sharp 

metal barbs and (2) careful cleaning of the grids in riitric acid, 

distilled water' . and alcohol to eliminate dust a:nd blemishes. This 

field emission provided an accurate and convenient means of energy 

calibration for the ion spectra. 

4. Polarization Monitoring 

+ 
·During· the ,;D" experiment (I along the beam axis), continuous 

· monitoring of .the 19Ne polarization is achieved by using the Si ion 

detectors to Die:.Sur<> !he angular correlation tenn At-~ v {c) in 
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Fig. 10. The constancy of lt-AI indicates that the polarization maintained in the bulb did not change 
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Eq. Il-18 . 1 9Ne decaying ins ide tlie converter boxes emits positrons 

which can pass through the 1-mm silicon ion detectors, producing a 

high-energy pulse. The energy lost by a 1-MeV to 2-MeV positron is 

500 keV, substantially higher than the energy from ion singles. With 

converter boxes and Si ion detectors alternately facing in upstream

downstream directions along the beam axis, the difference over the sum 

in the high-energy singles count rates, NEi' from alternate detectors is 

proportional 'to the polarization. Specifically, the polarization is 

given by 

where A = 0.039 is the previously m~asured asymmetry coefficient, 

* 

(III -1) 

SA = 0.85 and GA = 0.62 are the calculated backscattering correction 

and geometry factor for this geon1etry, and ( ~) = 0. 96 ·is the average 

·positron v~locity between the 0.5-MeV discriminator setting and the 

2.21-MeV endpoint energy. !J.A is defined as 

~A=~(~~~ ::---n-~~)vo -(~~: ~~vo} (III-2) 

where N1 .CN2) is the sum of the E. singles counts for ?-11 the upstream· 
' ' · .. 1 ·. ' 

(downstream) Si detectors for a given time in a given polarization 

state or collimator positionXc. ~A plot:of /J.A vs timer runs thr,oughout 

the progress of the exper].pent indicates the consistence of polarization 

within the bulb (Fig. 10). 

* Appendix·c. 
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IV. DATA COLLECfiON AND ELECTRONICS 

The delayed coincidence rates .n. are measured between each 
. . .. . 1 J 

positron counter E. and four ion counters IJ·, oriented ±90 6 and ±135° 
. 1 

' - . . 

from Ei. For example, E1 is in coincidence with r3, r 7, r4, and.r6, 

giving coincidence rates 1n3, 1n7, 1n4, and 1n6 (Table II and F:ig. 14). 

Coincidence rates for a total of thirty-two correlatedpairs, four for 

·each positron counter, together w1th the uncorrelated positron and ion 

singles rates' . are acctmll.llated for 15-min intervals in each of the . 

nuclear polarization states (Xc > 0 and Xc < 0). A 3-min measurement 

of the singles background completes each measurement sequence. Singles 

measurements provide a continuous monitor of c~unter performance and 

of the polarization. Typical singles rates are NE = 12 counts per 
. . 

second (cps), N1 = 200 cps, and NEI = 20 cps. 

Recorded for each coincidence event is the detector identifica

tion defining'the coincidence pa:ir, the time delay ~t between positron 

and ion, and their respective energies c:e and c:I" Thus, coincidence 

events can be grouped according to their values of ~t, Ee, and c:1 for 

each individual coincidence pair (Fig. 11). 

A schematic outline of the electronics and data transfer system 

appears in Fig. 12. Its operation is as follows. For each positron 

above threshold (0. 5 MeV) from Ei, a fast logic pulse registers a 

singles count, sets an identification (ID) register labeling this count 

as coming from Ei' gates off acceptance of all additional positron 

coincidence starts, and starts the TAC (time-to-amplitude converter) for 

the determination of the time delay for a possible. coincidence. The 

.... . 
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(following page) 

Fig. 11. Time-of-flight patterns for ·go<> and 135° coincidence 

pairs. For these three figures the positron energies are 0.5 s Ec 

s 2. 2 MeV and the. number of secondary electrons accepted :;::. 2. Shaded 

area shows acceptable coincidence data. The upper and lower delay 

limits are explicitly given in ~sec. Note the difference between those 

for goo and 135° pairs. The sharp peaks are due to prompt coincidences. 

Notice also the improved time separation of the prompt peak from the 

shaded area for the large 20-kV grid. 
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135° coincident pair 1:4 
cyclotron run no. 6 

. Large 20kV Grid 

o·L.--------'------___J.~--...L-----~-'-'----'-----1. 

3200~----~--~~----~--~~~--~ 

90° coincident pair 1:3 · 
cyclotron run no. 6 

··'Large 20kV .Grid 

· 1.3p.sec · 
. · 22p.sec 

135° coTncident pair 1:3 
cyclotron run no.4 

·Small 20kVGrid 

XBL 723-575. 

Fig. 11. (see previous page) 

.. 
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PULSE a DATA SIGNALS 

INTERUPT a TRANsFER FLAGS ===== 

llilog fJ 
topeD 

p-ops 
Computer 

XBL707'-3360A 

Fig. 12 •. Schematic of electronics and data,..transfer system. 
The upper ion discriminator is set at 0.5 MeV; thus the EI singles 
measures only the. passage of positrons through the Si' ion detector; 

,: :.·. 
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signal level (energy E ) from the positron preamp is routed to and held . e . . 

in the multiplexer until an ion completes the coincidence. If no 
. . 

coincidence occurs within 5 J.ISec, the multiplexer and the ID register 

. are each internally cleared and the positron gate is opened. 

An ion from Ij provides a fast and a slow linear amplifier 

output. Above threshold (two secondary electrons= 20 keV), the fast 
' ' . ' th ' ' 

output registers an ion singles count, sets the j ""ion ID register, 

gates off acceptance of all additional ion-coincidence stops, and 

. stops the TAC, thus registering a coincidence. The fast ion pulse also 

gates the slow ion signal (energy E1). from the ]mear amp into the 

, multiplexer. 

For a coincidence, the TAC provides the nrul tiplexer with the 

time delay At and a logic pulse labeled 'valid coincidence' in Fig. 12. 

The nrultiplexer then interrupts the data ~lysis of the on-line PDP-5 

computer. The PDP-5 initiates serial transfer ofthe coin~idence 

information -:- ID registers and multiplexer - into f1~e successive 

memory buffer locations allotted for each coincidence. When transfer 

is complete, the computer clears the ID registers and the nrultiplexer, 

gates on the positron and ion counters, ·and returns to awaiting state. 

After 511 coincidence events the PDP-5 dumps the memory buffer onto 

magnetic tape. 

Simple analysis of the incoming coincidence data is the major 

source of dead time in the system. The mininrum program introduces 23% 

dead time. A more complete analys:ls program introduced approximately 

50% dead time. For this reason, this longer program was only occa-
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Time Distribution of Comcidence 
Events for Typical. 135° Pair 

1.5 J.LSec 

0 ···2 3 

L .A 
TIME (f.1Sec) 
c ------~--~---- A _ ___..._a~--

A- Acc1dental Background 
. . . 
8- Prompt+Background 
C- True+ Background 

' 
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_I 

XBL 723-512 

Fig. 13. The angular correlation information is lost for prompt 
coincidence events and canna~. l;Je used to measure p. The prompt and true 
(valid) events ·overlap in the delay re'gion between 1. 2 and 1. 5 f.!Sec. 
Only the events with time delays !::. t between 1. 5 and 2. 6 f.!Sec are true 
events, i ~-e; , · events for which the angular correr'ation is certain. 

,. --"-:-"' 
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sionally used as a check on the performance of all coincidence counter 

pairs. The long program grouped events which were within preset energy 

and time-d~lay limits into an 8x8 coincidence array with indices i and j 

corresponding to the rates in counter pair . n.. This array was printed 
1 J 

out on the Teletype after each 15-.min run when this longer analysis was 

used. The singles counts collected during a 15-min run (NE., N1., NEI.) 
1 1 1 

were read from the scalers through the computer onto magnetic tape. lhese 

singles were ·always printed out on the Teletype after each 15-min run. 

The coincidence gate was held open for 5 )Jsec accepting ions 

with delay times between 1 ]JSec and 6 )Jsec. Three types of coincidence 

events oceilr: prompts, trues, and accidentals. Prompts result from 

decays occurring between the 10- and 20-keV gridS (Fig. lSb). ~se ims are 
. . 

immediately accelerated in the.radial direction regardless of ion recoil 

direction .. Correlation between ion and electron re-coil direction is 

impossible. These events ·provide no- useful D or B information and are 

sharply peaked between 1.0 ]Jsec and 1.5 ]Jsec (Figs. 11 and 13). True 

coincidence events result from decays inside the 20-keV grid, where 

ions drift in their natural recoil direction before acceleration. 

Correlation information is preserved and delay times range from 1.5 to 

2.5 ]JSec depending on drift path. Prompts and trues can be distin

guished since their overlap in, time is small (Figs. ll and 13). Acci

dental coincidences are uniformly distributed in time. The true events 

are thus superimposed on a background of accidentals. This background 

can be measured (and thus eliminated from trues) by holding the coin

cidence gate open for times before and after which trues are expected 
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Accidental data was taken for the intervals 0 psec to 1 psec and 

3 llSec to 5 llSec. Thus, sillD.lltaneous measurement of the true and the 

accidental coincidence rate is achieved. 
'" 

-The true and accidental coincidence rates were 2.5 counts/sec 

and 0.2 counts/sec, respectively. ·considering all coincidence pairs, 

our true rate was 60 counts/sec .. The total time during which good 

coincidence data was acetunUlated was approximately 100 hr' although 
· .. 

the rate was not always as high. as 60 counts/sec. 
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El /XY 
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15 E4 

( Z axis out of paper) 
E5 ... 'XX(-Y) 

· XBL 723-573 

Fig. 14. This sketch provides a schematic view of the bulb 
octagonal counter geometry. Positron and ion counter designations Ei 
and I j provide a key to the counter pair numbering in. the Table. 
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Table II. Regtilar and image coincidence pairs 'for ''D" experiment. a 

Pair Index R, Regular 

135° pairs 1 1:4 

2 5:8 

3 7:2 
4 3:6 

5 2:5 

6 6:1 

7 8:3 .. 
8 4:1 

9 1:3 

10 5.:7 
·- ~ .. 

11 3:5 

12 7:1 

13 '' 8:2 

14 4:6 

15 2:4 

16 6:8 

Image 

1:6 

5:2 

7:4 

3:8 

8:5 
4:-1·, --

6:3 

2:7 

1:7 

5:3 

3:1 

7:5 

2:8 

6:4 

4:2 

8:6 

Geometry, 
Factor 

Gb35 = 

0.42 ± 0.03 

~~ 

. ' 

Ggo = D 

0.67 ± 0.03 

a C_oincidence pairs are designated by i:j. - i = positron cormter; 
j = ion cormter .. For each pair i:j the ~6inc::idence r~te inj is 
measu:z-ed. See F1g. ·- 14 for--key to cmmter pa1r number1ng. 
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V. DATA ANALYSIS 

A. False· Asymmetries and Analysis of "D'' Data. 

Misalignment of the field BA with.respect to the bulb axes and 

differences in coincidenc~-pair counting efficiencies are two sources 

of systematic error that ·can. contribute to the magnitude of D. It will 

be shoWn that the contribution to D from false asymmetries produced by 

these two sources of error is less than 1 part in 104, i.e. , smaller 

than-the statistical error assigned to D by a f?-ctor of 10. ·This 

follows from the choice of coincidence pairs and the nianner in which 

these pairs are coinbined to yield D (see Eqs. V-2 and V-3 below). When 
-+ 

BA, and therefore I, is perfectly aligned along the normal to the de-

tection plane, the "A" and ''B" tenns in Eq. II-18 average to zero. The 

"IY' term ·remains, producing an asynnnetry in the coincidence rate which 

depends upon the magnitude of D~ Perfect alignment is impossible and, 
. -+ . . 

in general, I will make an angle a with the normal, thus introducing a 

component of spin parallel to the detection plane. The B tenn will not 

average out as before, and a "false" asymmetry is introduced into the D 

measurement since B is large (I B I ~· 1) . The A tenn will not similarly 

interfere since A ~ 0. 

For each _coincidence pair an appropriate image pair is chosen. 

These 16 "regular" and "image" pairs are listed in .Table II, where R, is 

the regular-image pair index and i and j designate the positron and ion 

counters .. The measured coincidence decay rate .n. or nn for an 
1 J IV 

arbitrary pair is 



.n. 
- 1 J 

~ K .e:.[l 
1 J ·. 
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. . 

(I) ( E. ). A A . A A . (I ) . ( pr) A . "'- A. · J 
- B! q (ri•r + pi•p)- D -I-··· qE"I•(pxr)' 

(V-1) 

where . e:. is the relative efficiency for the counter pair; p, E, q, and 
1 J 

r are the positron momenta and energy and the neutrino and ion momenta; 
·. . . <r> . 

K is a collection of all other factors in the decay rate; and -I- = P 

is the polarization. The sign of the D term is reversed for regular 

and image pairs . 

. When the ratios of the difference to the sum of regular (nQ,) 

and image (n~) coincidence counts (obtained in one spin state) are 

summed over Q., the false asynnnetries due to B and the efficiencies . e:. 
1 J 

cancel out in first order and enter only as a negligible second-order 

correction. The resulting n1.1IIber is proportional to the numerical value 

of D. To minimize spin-independent false asymmetries, the same 

difference-to-sum ratio ratios for n.R, and n~ are formed for coincidence 

data taken for equal times; in opposite spin states. For each term in 

the stun over Q, ·(i.e., for all appropriate regular and image pairs) these 

ratios are. subtracted. · The explicit expressions £or the 135° and 90P 

coincidence pairs are 

(V-2) 
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where the nt's are net coincidence counts corrected for accidentals. 

From Eq. V-1 it is obvious that these ~'s are proportional to the 

magnitude of D and the nuclear polarization. Explicitly, 

. D = 1.{_1_ ~90 + _1_ A! 3 5} CV:-3) 
· PS". G~o D G!Jss -u .· 

where Pis· the polarization, Sis a backscattering correction {see 

Section V) , and the G' s are the geometry factors for the 90° and 135° 

coincidence· pairs (App. E). These geometry factors accotmt £or the finite 

spat~al extent of the detectors, the finite decay vol1.Dlle, and the 

romenwm'distribution of the decay products . 

. Calculating D from the coincidence data by this method effec

tively eliminates counter efficiency differences and interference of 

the B term only if the misalignment, i.e., sinex, is small (see Appen-. . . . 

dix A). It is therefore important to determine. quantitatively the 

magnitude of sinex so ari estimate of the completeness of the self-

cancellation can be made. The angle ex is determined for possible com

ponents of B A along the x, xy, and y axes in the detection plane (see 

Appendix B). This is achieved by examining those coincidence pairs 

for which the B term introduces its maximum contribution to the D 

asyrranetry, ~· 

The values of ex detennined in Appendix B for individual cyclo-

tron runs give ex = 2 ± 1 °.~ although cumulative 

results imply that ex ltl 0. 

Using the results of Appendix ·A, the value ex = 2° implies that 
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the second-order contribution to D due to these false asymmetries is 

indeed <Zxlo- 4, which is a factor of 10 smaller than the statistical 

uncertainty assigned to D in the present experiment. 

B. Analysis of "B" Data 

The sets of regular and image pairs defined for the "B" experi

ment are given in Table III. For the measurement of B the spin lies 

in the detector plane along the x axis of Figs. 1, 2, and 14. The 

D term in Eq. II- 18 averages to zero, and in general the coincidence 

rate n depends upon both A and B correlation: 

[ 
v A A BP A A A ;.. J 

n ~ Ke: 1 + AP c (I•p) - q (ri•r + pi•p) . 

With coincidence pairs ~ = 3, 4 and 7, 8 we observe both A and B 

asynunetries . The magnitude of A is known from previous measurements ; 

thus B can be determined from each of the following expressions. 

For the 135° pairs: 

1 1 
BGB = PS ~B(R. = 1, 2) (V-4) 

[ BG~ + A~AJ = p~ ~B(R. = 3, 4) (V-5) 

and the 90° .pairs·: 

3 1 ' 5, 6) B<JB = PS ~B(R. = (V-6) 

[ B~ + A~A J 1 7, 8) = PS ~B(R- = , (V-7) 
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Table III. Regular and image coincidence pairs for "B" experiment. a 

Pair Index t Regular 

135° pairs 1 1:4 

2 5:2 

3 4:1 

4 2:5 

goo pairs 5 1:3 

6 5:3 

7 3:1 

8 3:5 

Image 

1:6 

5:8 

6:1 

8:5 

1:7 

5:7 

7:1 

7:5 

Geometry 
Factor 

~= 
0.48 ± 0.03 

~= 
0. 77 ± 0.04 

a Coincidence pairs are designated by i:j. i =positron counter; 
j = ion counter. For each pair i:j the coincidence rate_jnj is 
measured. Only pairs t = 1, 2 and t = 5, 6 were used. The geometry 
factors for the other pairs were not calculated. Pairs t = 1, 2 
were used to measure B, while pairs t = 5, 6 were us.ed in the D 
experiment to measured the misalignment angle a. · 
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.( ') } n~- n~ . · 

- n~ + n~x <O .• 
c 

Here Tlj and nj are ~e regular and image B coincidence counts obtained 

in each spin state and corrected for background, while the G's are 

geometry factors. Since B is known from previous work, the B measure-

ment served only as a check on the design and operation of the bulb. 

A high degree of accuracy was unnecessary; therefore only the 135° pairs 

~ = 1 and 2 in Eq. V-:4 were used to determine t.B .. 

The goo coincidence pair~ ~ = 5 and 6 were used during the D 

experiment to measure a possible component of BA along the detector 

plane !. axes. Similar goo pairs. were used to detect other components 

(Appendix B). 

c. Results 

1. "B" Data 

B data were accunrulated for a total of-ten hours. The value of 

t.B obtained with coincidence pairs ~ = 1, 2 (Table III), for all posi

tron energies between 0. 5 MeV and 2. 21 MeV, and delay times between 

1.6 ~sec and 2.6 ~sec, is 

1 3 5 
t.B .. - = 0.25.8 ± 0.015 

i .,' •. 

Eq. V-4 with P = 0.75 ± 0.05, S = 0~85 ± 0.1 (Appendix C), and 
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G~ = 0.48 ± 0.03 (App. E) yields 

B = -0.85 ± 0.17 . 

This result is in agreement with the previously measured value 

B = -0.90 ± 0.1.3, and indicates proper operation of the bulb-detector 

system. The uncertainties are attributable to errors in P, G, and 

particularly S, rather than to statistics. 

We have observed that ions can backscatter ·for grazing angles 

of incidence. Thus, a combined positron and ion backscattering correc

tion factor Se ·si should be used when calCulating B and D from the 

measured 6B and ~· Energy and angular distribution data for back

scattered positrons i_s available~ An evaluation of Se for this bulb 

geometry using this data and Monte Carlo methods is, however, difficult. 

Only a crude model of positron backscattering was used to estimate the 

factor S in Appendix C. Little or no experimental data exists for ion 

scattering; thus, the evaluation of SI is impossible. 

This definitely may be overcame by evaluating the product SeSI 

for the present bulb geometry. Inserting the previously measured value 

of IBI ... 0.90 ± 0.13, and the present value of (6B)exp into Eq. V-4, 

we obtain 

(6 ) 
S S = S = B exp 

e I Gs P IBI 

Inserting the-values P = 0.75, Gs = 0.48,we find 

.. 
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It is also reasonable to assume that the scattering corrections·are the 

same in the "B" and "D" experiments. We have then 

Based on experimentally determined quantities, this represent~ a useful 

result for the evaluation of the coefficient .D below, while.s>=.0.85 

(App. C) used with Bdata repres~tlidlittle more than an educated guess. 

2. "D" Data 

We can obtain the value of D for various en~rgy- and delay

intervals by measuring the positron energy and time delay of each 

coincidence event. ·. The values of 11r/ and !1fJ 3 5 listed in Table IV were 

obtained by combining the data according to Eq. V-2. The three positron 

energy intervals into which the coincidence data were groupe~ are: . 

· oE1 = 0.5 to 1.0 MeV, oE2 = 1.0 to 1.5 MeV, and oE3 = 1.5 to 2.21 MeV, 

where 0. 5 MeV is threshold energy and 2. 21 MeV the endpoint energy of 

For the 90° and 135° coincidence. pairs, only those coincidence 

events with delay times between 1.3 and 2.5 ~sec and 1.6 and 2.6 ~sec· 

were used to calculated the 11's. The factors P, ses1, and% used to 

combine the weighted averages of '4:J 0 and 11b 3 5 according to Eq ~ V -3 are: 

· P = o. 75 ± .0.05, sesr = o.so ± 0.14; G:Q 0 = 0.67 ± o.o3 and G{t5 

- 0.42 ± o.oz for large inner grid; and GDO = 0. 77 ± 0.04 and G!J 35 

= 0.56 ± 0.03 for small inner grid (Cyc. Run4). The results are: 



Table IV. Computation of~ vs positron-energy.a 

Cyclo'" Orien-
2~35(oE1) 2.61 3 5 c oE, j 2.6 13 5 (oE ) 2.69o(~E} 2.69 o CoE2) . 2.69o(oE3) tron tation 

Run# of BA 
D - · 2 . . 3 1. 

1 +Z +.0030±.0l10 -.0046±.0117 +.0142±.0213 -.0135±.0168 -.0109±.0242 +.0728±.0627 
(South) 

2 +Z _-. 0133± .0104 +. 0148±. 0105 -.0040±.0221 -- .0157±.0160 +. 0055±. 0228 +.0552± .0695 

3 -z +.0083±.0144 +.0196±.0147 -.0101±.031~ -.0378±.0233 * .-0123± .0338 -.1021±.1087 
(North) rz -.0014±.0081 +.0080±.0083 +.0188±.0175 -.0063±.0133 -.0139±.0194 -.1518±.0635 

4 • +Z. +.0019±.0093 +.0092±.0095 +.0212±.0202 +.0059±.0149 +. 0078± ._0217 . +.0838±.0648 I 

"' 00 

5 -z +.0013±.0073 +.006772±.0081 .- +.0049±.0257 -.0123±.0110 + .0129± .0184. +.0605±.0808 
I 

c~ 
+.0091±.0105 -.0065±.0097 <o291± .0183 -.0082±.0172 - .0183±.0228 -.0040±.0628 

6 
- .0040±. 009 7 . -.0006±.0092 +.0115±.0171 -.0050±.0160 +.0364±.0214 +.0539±.0596 . . 

Weighted 
Ave. for 

+.0013±.0073 +.0068±.0081 +.0049±.0257 ·- -.0123±.0110 +.0129±.0184 +.0605±.0808 Cyc. Run 
14 only b 

Wtd. Ave. for 
Cyc. Runs _ b -. 0002±. 0038 +.0048±.0038 +. 0045±. 0076 . -.0088±.0061 +.0020±.0086 +.0113±.0253 
1-4 and 5-6 

a oE1 = 0.5 MeV to 1.0 MeV b _Cyclotron Run #4 used small inner grid, whil~ in other Runs 
- oE2 = 1.0 MeV to 1. 5 MeV large grid was used. The geometry factors for the two cases 

oE3 = 1.5 MeV to 2.21 MeV _ are different; therefore the .6 's must not be combined_. _-
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D(SE1) = -0.009 ± 0.006 

D(SE2) = +0.008 ± 0.005 

D(SE3) = +0.010 ± 0.011 

No energy-dependent trend or significant (2cr) difference exists between 

these D's, implying the absence of any contribution of a final-state 

interaction to the D data at the present level of sensitivity. 

Either bycombining the D's above or by taking the weighted 

averages of .1'!~ 0 and l'lb 35 for all energies between threshold and endpoint 

(listed in Table V), the final result is 

D = 0.001 ± 0.003 . (V-8) 

This result is consistent with D = 0. The error in D is purely statis

tical. The result (Eq. V-8) is based on 100 hours of.actual coincidence 

data accumulation. 

3. Polarization Data 

Using the EI singles data, obtained continuously during the 

course of the D experiment, and Eq. III-2, the polarization asymmetry 

~A was calculated for each 35-min data-taking cycle. The absolute 

values of these .!'!A's for all cyclotron runs are shown in Fig. 10. The 

weighted averages for each orientation of BA are listed in Table VI. 

Inserting the overall weighted average from Table VI, the previously 

measured value of IAI = 0.039 ± 0.002, and the values 



i .. 

Table V. Computation of~. for all positron energies. 

Cyclo- Bulb Direction of 
tron Deflection Aligrnnent Spin in Bulb 2~35 2L190 

Run# Field Field BA X > 0 D 
c 

1 -X +Z (South) +Z -.0013±.0075 -.0055±.0136 

2 -X +Z +Z - .0000(4) ±.0070 -. 0059±. 0129 

3 -X -z (North) -z + .0111±.0098 -.0340±.0189 

{ -X -z -z +.0053±.oo55 -.0085±.0108 
4 I 

-X +Z +Z +.0051±.0063 +.0117±.0121 -....) 
0 
I 

5 -X ;...z -z +.0029±.0053 -.0041±.0094 

{ -X -z -z -.0024±.0067 -.0123±.0135 
6 

-X +Z . +Z -.0020±.0063 +.0121±.0126 

Weighted Aver~ for Cyclotron Run 4 +,0029±.0053 . - . 0041±. 0094 
only · 

Weighted Average for.all other +.0019±.0025 -.0034±.0049 Cyclotron runs 



Table VI. Weighted averages for each orientation of BA. 
~-···, = '--·· 

Cyclotron Alignment f!'!Aixl0-3 
~· 

Polarization ~ .. 
Run# Field 

~·. 

'"' 
,, ............ 

1 +Z (South) 1.59±.014 78.4% "\.;..~.-· 

t•. ' 
"'"""""" 2 +Z 1.57±.023 77.5 

""' 3 -z (North) 1.61±.027 79.2 cd 

{ -z 1.56±.015 77.0 I 
"'-J "· 4 

....... 
I 

+Z 1. 53±.018 75.4 ....... ~ 

5 -z 1.54±.012 75.8 J~ 

{ -z 1.47±.010 72.1 -.....~ 

6 
+Z 1. 50±. 012 74.0 

Overall Weighted Average: 1.52±.005 74.8% 
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GA = 0.64 

SA = 0.85 

v/c = 0.95 

into Eq. III -1 , we obtain the average polarization 
\ 

P = 75 ± 5% 

where the major uncertainty is SA. 
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VI. . CONCLUSION 

From the final value of D, 

D(19Ne) = 0 .001 ± 0 .003 , 

one obtains from Eq. II-9 the value of the vector-axial vector phase 

angle, 

This represents a factor of 5 improvement over, the previous result. The 

quoted error is purely statistical. 

Although <Pv A is consistent with 1r, implying the relative reality 
.. ' . . 

of ~ and CA, the implication for time-reversal invariance is ambiguous, 
. . . .· . . 

since both T invariance and the.<;:harge-as)'JI1IOOtry condition (Eq. TI'-4) 

impose t:he same relative phase condition on Cy and CA" T could be 

violated and <Py A exactly equal to 7T, provided charge synnnetry holds. 
. . ' . . . 

There exists, however, little evidence for the validity of the charge 

symmetry condition. The observation of second-class weak couplings would 

directly exclude it from consideration and the amb.iguity would vanish. 

We will assume that. charge symmetry. is. not strictly valid, and thus the 

measurement of <P A, V .bears directly on. time_;reve-rsal invariance. The 
v'. '' • 

conclusion then; for 19Ne; is that T is conserved in the V, A coupling 

to within 3 parts in 103. 

· · A~ · Diseussion 

Until independent experimental evidence of the existence of 

second-class couplings exists, a totally unambiguous test of T invar • 
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iance can only be made by the obseriration of a D-.like angular correla

tion arising from an interference betWeen a first'" and a second-c:J.ass 

* coupling. Observation of such an interference would immediately in-

validate the charge symmetry condition and allow tmarnbiguous interpre..: 

tat ion of phase measurements in . terins of T invariance alone. Such an 

interference term could be observed in a pure Gamow..:Teller transition, 

Where the expression for DTR given in Eq. II-10 reduces to 

TR _ 1 2 · * [ . Eo E] 
D = + r ! Im c (d + b) 2M -. d M 

Measurement of ·the energy dependence of DTR for such a transition is 

dependentonly upon first-second clas.s interference. The size of such a 

tenn could be of the ~rder of 10-3. Measurement of a term of this size 

could be impossible, however, due to f;inahstate E-M .correction terms of 

comparable size. 

* It should be noted that, for analogue decays, the induced-
tenSor coupling is second class. On the other hand, the presence of 
the induced-tensor term for non-analogue beta transitions does not 
automatically imply the presence of a second-class coupling since, 
according to the impulse approximation, first-class terms contribute 
to d. 31 

. 
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APPENDIX A 

ELIMINATION OF SYSI'EMA.TIC "FALSE" ASYM>ffiTRIES. IN "D" 'MEASUREMENT 

·With th~ high degree of rotational symmetry present in the 

D experiment, systematic false asynunetries due to detector efficiency 

differences and spin misalignment cancel out to second order in the 

expansion. of ~. It will be .shown here that this cancellation.obtains 

when ~D is defined. as in Section V. Let et be. the angle betw~en the . · 

magnetic field or spin and the normal to the detection plane. The 

detector plane is the x-y plane in Fig. 1. Further, . let the component 

of spin in the detector plane lie along the x axis of Fig. 1, 'i.e., 

! A A 

= I sinet i + I coset k. The coincidence decay rate is 

{ 
v (I) . ¢'A . n. ~ K . £. 1 + A -- s1net1-p 

1J 1J c I 
B (I) . -:- A . ~ A q -I-· S1nct (r1•r + p1-p) 

r v (I) .· A A A\ 
-D q c -I- COSet k• (pxr) J 

where <;> = P is the polarization,· p and v are the positron momentum 

and velocity, r and q are the ion . and neutrino momentum, i and j refer .. ·. 

to the positron and ion detector and .£. the relative. coincidence-pair 
. 1 J 

efficiency fori and j. · Since.B ~ 1 and A~ 0, the A term can be 

neglected. 

· The coincidence rates for the regular and ima.ge pairs in 

Table II will be divided into four groups and designated by the pair 

index L The 135° pairs comprise'grt:>upi,"i = 1, 4 and. II with R. = 5, 

8; while the 90° pairs are III, R. = 9, 12, and IV, R. = 13, 16. Only 

/ 
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group I will be considered here since cancellations of false asynunetries. 

from An occur in identical fashion in each group. For individual pairs 

in I, we can simplify . n. · above by averaging over angles and decay.· 
1 J . ·.. . . . . . 

voltnne. For the spin state Xc > 0, and the alignment field BA pointing 

North, we have: 

... 

where 

-n· = n 
1 J 5/, 

1 n4 = nl = 1£4 (1 - b ,. ·d) 

1 n6 = ni = 1£6 (1 + b + d) 

sn8 = n2 = 5£8 (1 + b - d) 

5n2 = n2 = 5£2 (1 - b + d) 

1n2 = n = 7£2 (1 -. b, .-.d) . 3 
, 

(1 b' + d) ,.7n4 == n3 = 7£4 -

3n6 = n = 3£6 (1 + b, - d) 4 , 
3n8 = n4 = 3£8 (1 + b, + d) 

. <1 > r 
b = B s1na I q·g1 

· . (I > rgl - pg2 
b' = B sma -,- · · 

J. q 

. . vr . (I) 
. d = D cq cosa T g3 

The g's are geometry factors resulting from the averages taken above. 

With the ~ component of spin reversed, Xc < 0, the orientation 

of the component of spin lying in the detection plane is also reversed. 
. . . 

The expression; for n 5/, are identical except the signs of the b, b ', and 

d terms are all reversed. The group I portion of t.fJ 3 5 is 
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or, substituting the above expressions for n R., 

· where 

and 

X = 1 

.s(I. t.b3 s\ = xl - (b + d) 
) 1 - x

1
(b + d) 

x1 + (b + d) 

1 + x
1 

(b + d) 

x
2 

+ (b - d) 
+ _;;;..._ ___ ...,. 

x2 - (b -·d) 

1 + x
2 

(b - d) . 1 - x
2 

Cb - d) 

x
3

(1 - b ') - d 
+ . 

' , 
x3 (1 + b ) + d 

(1 ~ b') - x
3

d (1 + b') + x
3
d 

x4 (1 + b ') - d . x 4 (1 ·- b ') + d 
+ . ·. - . . 

(1 + b') - :x4d . (1 ~ b') + x4d 

le:4 - le:6 Se:8 - se:z 7e:2 - 7e:4 
' 

X .= . 
' X = 

le:4 + le:6 2 Se:8 + se:z 3 ' 7e:2 + 7e:4 

e:·- 3e:8 X = 3 6 
4 3e:6 + 3e:8 

Observing the values of . e: .. give.n in Table VIla,· it is seen in 
' ' 1 J 

Table VIIb that the xk's << 1. The 'values of b, b' (for small angles 

a), and d are also << 1. We can expand and simplify the expression for· 

~ 3 5 by disregarding tenns of fourth order and higher in these small 

quantities. The result is 
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Table VIIa. · Measured relative coincidence-pair efficiencies for 
"D" expe,riment. · · 

·Group II 
1.00 .81 .88 .92 .71 .89 .94 

Group III 
.. 86 .92 ' .95 .89 .96 .89 .92 1.00 

Group IV 
.79 .79 .96 .96 .99 .99 1.00 1.00 
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Table VIIb. Calculated ratios of measured relative 
coincidence-pair efficiencies for "D" experiment. 

group I . group II group Iii group IV 

+0.0056 +0.102 -0.0302 0. 

-0.0138 +0.0446 +0 .0302 0. 

-0.00477 +0.1293 +0.0391 0. 

+0.00506 -0.0225 -0.0390 0. 
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or 

.. ·} 

The superscript 1 is dropped from t:,, since this expression holds for 
' 

each group, only the values of b and b ' changing slightly. The value 

of d depends slightly on the group, but we are not concerned with this 

here. 

If there exists no difference in detector efficiencies, which 
• I .. 

is indeed the case in group IV, x1 = x2 = x3 = ~4 = 0, and 

[ 
b ,2 J ~ 3 5 = -d 1 + -2-· + • • • • 

To determine the magnitude of this second-order correction to d, let 

B = 0.88, a= 4°, and P = 0.75. Estimating the value of 
<r )gl + (p )g2 . 

(q) (1.e., the factors in b' for I and IV) to be 0.05 and 0.5 

respectively, we obtain 

Thus the largest correction to D is a factor of 10 smaller than 

the statistical uncertainty in our present measurement of D and can be 

ignored. 
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Inserting the values of xi. from Table VIIb in the expression· 

for fin above, the b and b ' corrections to D are of the order of 

2xl0 - 4 or smaller. Thus, false asynunetries due to misalignment angles 

~ 4° and the present detector efficiency differences are insignificant 

in the present experiment. 
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APPENDIX B 

MAGNITIJDE .OF SPIN MISALIGNMENT DURING "D" EXPERIMENT·· 

A misalignment of the field BA with respect to the z axes 

introduces a component of nuclear spin, I sina., into the detector 

plane - the x-y plane of Figs. 1 and 14. In this case the B tenn in dA 

no longer averages to zero and a B-like asynunetry is introduced into 

the D data. The magnitude of this false as}rmmetry ~' defined as 

~ f',__ B (I) . 
·. UM = ~B . T S1Ila ' (B-1) 

is determined by taking the difference over the sum of coincidence rates 

for appropriate coincidence pairs. Since we are looking for a B asym~ 

metry in D data, the pairs offering maximUm sensitivity to a projection 

" of I along the ~ axes or r. axes are ·simply those that would be used to 

measure B when I = Ill i or I I I j. 
The magnitude of '\i is determined from the· expression 

. z - y 
~=z+Y' 

where Y and Z are defined as follows for detection of a component of 
+ . 
I along the r. axes: 

Y = 3n1 + 7nl 

z = 3n5 + 7n5 



the x-y axes: 

the x axes: 

or the x (-y) axes: 

i 

.I 
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Y ~ 4n2 + gnz 

z = 4n6 + sn6 

Y = 1n3 + sn3 

z = sn7 + 1n7 

Y = zn4 + 6n4 

z = zns + 6n8 · 

The . n . are coincidence cotmts. for the i, j positron and ion cotmters. 
. 1 J . 

The pairs used for the x axes are just those listed as ·R, = 5 and 6 in 

Table I I I for the B experiment. These four axes were used to check the 

self-consistency of the results. All of the rates listed above are 

for 90° coincidence pairs. When using Eq. B-1 to obtain sina from 
. . . . 3 .·. .. 
~' the same geometry factor ~ (= GB of Table III) applies for all 

axes. 

The results are sununarized in Table VIII in tenns of the angle 

between the ~axes and I when I lies in a plane defined by z and one of 

the four detector plane axes listed above. The tmcertainty in the angle 

thus determined is seen to be approximately 2° for individual cyclotron 

runs and 1 o for ·the combined ''North" or "South" runs. The error is 

purely statistical. 

The magnitudes of these measured angles justify the applica

bility of the results of AJ)pendi~ A to the present experiment. 
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' 

Table vtn. ·st.IJlirriaiy ·a£ niisalignment angles. 

Cyclotron · Alignment 
Run No. Field BA <X)( a. -yx 

1 +Z (South) -3±2° +2±2°' -1±20 +0.5±2° 

2 +Z -3±2° -1±20 -2±2° +0. 5±2° 

3 -z (North) -1±20 -6±3° . -1±30 -6±3° 

{ -z -0 .1±2° . -2±2° +2±2° +3±2° 
4 

+Z -1±20 +1±2° +0.5±2° . -3±2° 

5 -z +1±1° -1±5° +1±1 ° +2±1° 

{ -z -2±2° -0.3±2° -0.3±2° -1±2° 
6 

+Z -1±20 -+1±20 +1±20 +3±2° 

Weighted -z 0.5±0.8° 2±1° 0. 7±0 .9~C) 0.9±0.9° Ave. North 

Weighted +Z 2:al'.9° 0.3±1° 0.2±0.9° 0.2±0.9° Ave. South 

Total . 
Weighted 1±0 .6° 0. 7±0. 7° 0. 3.±0. 7° 0.5±0.6° 
Average 
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APPENDIX C 

POSITRON BACKSCATTERING 

The majority of positrons emitted do not directly enter a 

silicon detector, but rather strike the_ gold, aluminum, or sapphire 

of the bulb interior. A fraction of the positrons, which strike 

interior surfaces adjacent to detectors, backscatter into these detec

tors and produce cotmts that would not otheiWise have been observed. If 

we define £_ as the backscattering contribution to the observed cotmt rate 

N in a given detector, then 

N=n+b, 

where n is the number that directly enter the detector without back

scattering. 

Because of the isotropy of positron emission with respect to 

the nuclear spin l (A in Eq. II-6 is 0.039) and the synunetry of the 

detector bulb assembly, b is assumed equal for all counters. Thus, in 

monitoring the polarization, if N is the observed rate for downstream EI 

counters, then the upstream rate will be 

, .. , 
N =n +b. 

The effect of backscattering is to reduce the measured polarization 

asynunetries !JA: 

· N ~ N · rt - n' rt · ~ 'n' · · · · 2b . . . , ( ) 
!::.A = N + N' = n + n' + 2b ::::: n + n' 1 - n + n' = !::.oS ' 

where we have neglettedbackgroundand counter efficiency differences 
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and assumed that b is much less than either n or n 1
• The backscattering 

correction S is 

s = 1.- = 1--. . ( .. : 2b ) ( . b) 
· n + n' · · n 

for n"' n' .and considering the "A" correlation in Eq. II-6: 

6. :ri ...: n' PGA ·~· 
o = n + n' = c 

Identical considerations hold for regular and image coincidence pairs 

used to measure the B and D asynunetries. 

The ratio b/n of backscattered cormts to "true" cormts depends 

upon the bulb-detector geometry and the materials used. The walls of 

the converter boxes are A1 and the insulators are glass with an average 

Z of 10. n and b can be defined as 

where N
0 

is the number of positrons emitted per rmi t time. The fraction 

of N
0 

that directly enters the detectors is f
0 
.. The fraction that 

strike surfaces adj.acent to detectors, from which positrons could back

scatter into these same detectors, is f 1 . £is the backscattering 

coefficient (percentage of incident positrons that undergo backscat

tering), and f 2 is the percentage of backscattered positrons entering 

a given detector. Letting f = f 1 ·f2, we have 

s = (1 :- }- £) • 
0 

' . 
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For the geometry ot the converter boxes and Si detectors used 

to monitor the polarization, f ~ f
0

• 

The value of e: for positrons is lower by a factor of 1. 2 than 

that for electrons. 3 2 For the average-energy (1 MeV) , normally

incident positron, e:(Al) ::: 0.10 ± 0.01. 33 ·This coefficient, for back

scattered positrons with energies above threshold, is e:T(Al) ::: 0.05. 34 

For glancing incident scattering angles (-30° above surface), e:T(Al) can 

increa5e to 0. 33. 3 4 The lower the Z, the greater this increase. 

Assuming e:(effective)T ~ 0.15 :t O.l,for approximately normal 

incidence we have S = 0 . 8S ± 0 .1. Since,' for our particular geometry, 

a reasonable fraction of the backscattering is at near-grazing angles, 

our value of S probably represents an upper limit. 

An evaluation of the backscattering contribution to the measured 

coincidence rates is extremely complicated, due to the intricate geom

etry of the bulb. Such an evaluation was not attempted. If, however, 

we assume that the major contribution to both positron and ion back

scattering occurs due to grazing collisions on the walls of the 

converter boxes, the value of S obtained above can be Used for the 

evaluation of the coefficient B in Sect. V. A more reliable evaluation 

of S is obtained in Sect. V using the known value of B and the present 

experimental data. 
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APPENDIX D 

NUCLEAR SPIN RELAXATION DURING CONTAINMENT IN BULB 

The successful observation of a possible T-odd angular correla

tion in the.present experiment depends entirely -upon the fact that 

nuclear spin relaxation mechanisms do not -despite -105 wall collisions 
. . . .. 

before escaping or decaying -:- substantially diminish the polarization of 

19Ne atoms. Estimates of the relaxation time T are made for several 

possible relaxation mechanisms. The results are given below for a 

22-gauss field BA. None of these adequately account for the observed 

average polarization P = 75 ± 5%,. for a 4-sec sitting time, and 

P < 25% for a 10-sec sitting time. 

Reflection 

Adsorption 

In Flight 

A. 

JJ(Ne) •JJ(Al) 

T=lo12 sec 

108 sec 

Perturbation 

]J(Ne) •JJ(Bohr) 

1010 sec 

106 sec · 

Field 
Inhomogeneities 

3 . 
10 sec 

Relaxation During Collisions with Walls 
. .. 

Estimating the adsorption time of 19Ne on the Teflon walls of 

a bulb, Dobson27 calculated the relaxation tiffies due to dipole-dipole 

interactions of J.lNe 9Ne) (nuclear) with (1) the fluorine in the Teflon 

and (2) paramagnetic molecules absorbed on the bulb walls, e.g., 02. 

The bulb in this experiment is made of Al, Au, sapphire, and Pyrex, and 

is kept at a temperature of 200°K. For an adsorption time of approx-
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imately 10 -ll sec, the relaxation times due to 19Ne- 2 7 A1 and 19Ne-Cr +++ 

dipole-dipole interactions are given in the above table. The most 

prevalent paramagnetic material in the bulb was not o2 ~ but the Cr +++ 

ions present as an impurity in sapphire at the 25-ppm level. Electro-

static quadrupole interactions cannot occur during collisions, since the 

quadrupole moment of neon is identically zero. 

B. .RelB;Xati,O?. In Flight 

·Magnetic field inhomogeneities encountered by·the neon atoms 

as they move along random trajectories in the bulb may also cause spin 

relaxation. The results of Kleppner's analysis 36 of spin relaxation in 

the hydrogen maser may be applied to 19Ne. To calculate T one must 

include the velocity distribution, the shape of the bulb, and a precise 

description of the inhomogeneities. If we assume inhomogeneities in the 

bulb given, in polar coordinates, by 

B = [BA + 2 2Br 2 ]~ + 
d (r - 2z ) 

2Brrz "' 
2. r 

d 

where Br is the magnitude of the inhomogeneities perpendicular to the 

z axes, and d is an effective bulb diameter, then we may use the · 

expression 

to estimate T. Here the gyromagnetic ratio is y = 2. 9 kHz/gauss, the 

Larmer frequency is v1 = 57 kHz, the transit time of the bulb is 
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t ~ 10-4 sec, and the field inhomogeneity perpendicular to the z axis 
0 

~2 
is By ~ 10 ~ gauss (we assume Br is twice as large as that observed; see 

Sect. III}. Using these values, T is 103 sec. 

The relaxation times are orders of magnitude larger than the 

obs~rved value of approximately 10 sec. This discrepancy indicates that 

the neon is sticking on and interacting with diffusion ptnnp oil, or 

Si -based vacuum grease used to seal the bulb, or· some unknown substance 

in the bulb. On the other hand, the number of collisions could be 

substantially larger than estimated. No effort was made to calculate 

this m.unber using an exact model of the bulb and Monte Carlo methods. 

., 
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APPENDIX E 

GE<J.ffiTRY FACTORS 

For .each asymmetry ~, the geometry factor G takes into account 

variations over the acceptable angle~ between r, .p, and r which are 

possible with the finite decay volume.and detector sizes, va~iations 

over all acceptable positron energies between Tthresh = O.S MeV/c and 

Tmax = 2.21 MeV/c, and variations over the acceptable positron-,ion 

time..: delay intervals (0. 27-3 lJSec). 

All geometry factors (and theoretical t:ime~of-flight patterns) 

were calculated on the CDC 6.~00 computer using Monte Carlo methods.. For 

~ and %' 50,000 events were generated to obtain the results given 

below. An outline of the program used will be given. Within the 

-10-keV grid (see Fig. 15), a decay site is generated at random. A 

random position on the face of a positron detector is generated next and 

direction of the positron momenttml p is thus fixed~ With unifonn 

probability between Ethresh and Emax, a positron energy is generated. 

Finally, a neutrino direction is generated. The direction and magnitude 

of the recoil-ion momentum r is then obtained ·from the conservation of 

energy and momentum • 

For ead1 event constructed in this way, an appropriate weight 

factor (oA.) is obtained from the rate equation dA. (Eq. II-18), where I 
is chosen along the +z axes (+x axes)of Fig. 2 for the D (B) experiment. 

Only events for \\hich the positron can actually enter the positron 

counter El, without striking the bulb walls, were considered further 
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(see Fig. lSa). 

The direction of the recoil ion detennines which ion detector, 

if any, is struck. The magnitude of the recoil momentum, 1~1, is used 

to deternline the time of flight for the ion. In ¢is way the T-0-F 

patterns are calculated. Since the total time of flight depends on 

where the ion strikes the slqped surface of the converter box foil, this 

triangular shape is included in the program. · 

The probability that two or more secondary electrons are pro

duced for 10-keV ions, fJCZ), is obtained from an empirical foniRlla 

obtained from secondary-electron-yield data. 30 Subject to a smaller 

potential difference, ions from events between grids (prompts -see 

Fig. lSb) have less energy and therefore a lower secondary-electron 

yield. (This was considered in the program.) The total weight factor 

is the product of cA. and PC2), n = cA. 'P(2). 

B)' generating events and recording the.total weight factors 

for regular and image coincidence pairs in the way. outlined above, the 

calculational method sirrrulates the actual operation of the bulb. If, 

in calculating the weighting factors cSA. and cSA.' .·for the regular and 

image pairs in Table II, we set D = 1, B =A= 0 and neglect ~in 

Eq. II-18, the expression for ~D is simply equal to the geometry factor. 

That is, 

n - n' 
~D = n + n 1 = ~p ~ GD ' 

when P is set equal to one (1) .. 

The results for a preset time delay interval of 0. 2 7-3.0 ]lSec 

·" .. 
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. . . 
The shape of the calCulated time-of-flight (T-Q,-F) patterns 

obtained from this program agree quantitatively with the experimentally 

measured T-0-F patterns. 

The calrulation of GA for the polarization measurement was 

considerably easier. Using another program, only randomly generated 

events which had a direct shot at the Si detectors were considered 

(see Fig. lSc). A random direction for positron emission was generated 

and only those events were accepted as hits for which the coordinates 

in the plane of the detector were within the sensitive volume of the 

Si detector. . Including the region behind the detector, 

GA = 0.64. 
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(foUowing page) 

Fig. lSa. Schematic end view of bulb showing positron detection 

in El. Light plus dark shading represents voltnne of bulb for which 

positrons can be observed by the positron cotmter shown. Light shading 

represents volume from which positrons as part of a coincidence event 

can be observed by El. Acceleration of ions occurs between grids. 

Fig. lSb. Schematic end view of bulb showing active volume 

inside -10-keV grid (light shading) from which ions can be detected in 

·any ion cotmte.r. For each ion cotmter shown, dark shading indicates 

region between grids from which prompt ·ions, with energies less than 

10 keV, can originate. 

Fig. lSc. Side view of ion detector and converter box motmted 

on octagon. Shading both in front and behind Si detector indicates 

volume from which positrons contribute to the El singles rate used to 

monitor polarization. 

'" . 
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Fig. 15a 

Fig. 15b 

Fig. 15c 
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